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ANAlYSE DE MODÈlES DE QUAliTÉ EN TANT QUE FONDATION À 
l'INGÉNIERIE DE lA QUAUTÉ DU lOGICIEl 

Marc-Alexis Côté 

SOMMAIRE 

l'ingénierie de la qualité du logiciel (Software Quality Engineering) est une discipline 
émergente dont le principal champ d'activité est l'amélioration de la qualité dans les 
systèmes à base de logiciels. Il est important que cette nouvelle discipline soit assise 
sur une base solide prenant la forme d'un modèle de qualité bien adapté à ses besoins. 
Afin de cerner correctement ces besoins, la signification de ce que représente la qualité 
est explorée lors d'une revue de la littérature scientifique sur ce sujet. Il est convenu 
que l'ingénierie de la qualité du logiciel nécessite un modèle de qualité possédant les 
caractéristiques suivantes: facilite autant la définition des exigences de qualité que 
l'évaluation de la qualité, exhaustif et extensible, utile tout au long du cycle de vie. Le 
but de cette recherche est d'identifier un modèle de qualité applicable à l'ingénierie de 
la qualité du logiciel. Afin d'atteindre ce but, les modèles de qualité reconnus par le 
milieu universitaire et l'industrie sont comparés en évaluant leur appui pour l'ingénierie 
de la qualité du logiciel. ISO/IEC 9126 est sélectionné comme étant le modèle le plus 
prometteur à ce sujet. À la suite d'une analyse approfondie du cadre du modèle et des 
mesures y étant attachées, il est conclu que même si le cadre appuyant le modèle 
ISO/IEC est conforme aux besoins, une quantité considérable de mesures ne satisfont 
pas les exigences. La raison de cet échec est principalement attribuable au fait qu'une 
majorité des mesures ne sont pas clairement utilisables pour définir des exigences de 
qualité. Des recommandations sont étayées afin de rectifier la situation. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF QUAUTY MODELS AS A FOUNDATION FOR SOFTWARE 
QUAUTY ENGINEERING 

Marc-Alexis Côté 

ABSTRACT 

Software Quality Engineering is an emerging discipline that is concemed with improving 
the approach to software quality. lt is important that this discipline be firmly rooted in a 
quaiity mode! satisfying its needs. ln order to define the needs of this discipline, the 
meaning of quality is broadly defined by reviewing the literature on the subject. 
Software Quality Engineering needs a quality model that supports the specification of 
quality as weil as its evaluation; it needs a quality mode! that is exhaustive and 
extensible; it needs a quality model that is widely applicable and usable throughout the 
software lifecycle. The goal of this research is to identify a quality model suitable for 
such a purpose. ln order to attain this goal, quality models are comparatively evaluated 
with respect to their support of Software Quality Engineering. ISOIIEC 9126 is selected 
as the most promising model and further evaluated. Through a more in depth analysis 
of the standard and its associated measures, it is found that although the framework 
behind ISOIIEC 9126 is clearly supportive of the needs of Software Quality 
Engineering, the quality measures associated with the model largely fail to meet 
expectations. Measures were fou nd to be unsatisfying because a majority of them fail 
to be useful in setting quality goals and requirements. Recommendations on how to 
improve the measures are presented in detail. 
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RÉSUMÉ FRANÇAIS 

Au cours de la dernière décennie, l'attention de l'industrie du logiciel s'est déplacée de 
l'ajout continuel de nouvelles fonctionnalités vers l'amélioration de la qualité. Avec notre 
dépendance toujours croissante en tant que société à l'égard des logiciels, cette 
tendance vers la qualité ne fera que s'accentuer avec le temps. 

Afin de bien cerner les besoins du client, il est généralement convenu qu'une bonne 
pratique est d'établir de façon plus ou moins formelle ses exigences spécifiques. 
Traditionnellement, les exigences de ce dernier ont été classées en deux catégories 
distinctes, soit d'une part les exigences fonctionnelles, et d'autre part celles dites non 
fonctionnelles. Avec cette poussée vers des logiciels de qualité, une nouvelle catégorie 
d'exigences est en train de voir le jour, soit celles de qualité. Pour bien cerner les 
exigences de qualité du client, il est nécessaire que la qualité en tant que telle soit bien 
définie. Cette définition ne peut malheureusement pas prendre la forme d'un simple 
énoncée du genre: «La qualité du logiciel est mesurée par le niveau d'observance des 
exigences du client ». La qualité se doit d'être définie par un modèle complexe en 
décrivant tous les tenants et aboutissants. Malheureusement, cette lancée vers la 
qualité du logiciel n'est pas appuyée par un modèle de qualité permettant tout autant la 
définition des exigences de qualité que l'évaluation subséquente de leur respect dans 
le produit final. 

Le but de ce travail est d'identifier un modèle de qualité qui pourrait servir de base à 
l'amélioration de la qualité des logiciels d'une façon continue, systématique, disciplinée 
et quantifiable {Suryn, 2003). Afin d'atteindre ce but, les étapes suivantes seront 
suivies: 

.. Une revue de la littérature pertinente au sujet de cette recherche permettra 
d'établir une définition largement acceptée de ce qu'est la qualité. 

.. En utilisant les prémisses établies lors de la revue de la littérature, quatre 
modèles de qualité reconnus par le milieu universitaire et l'industrie seront 
analysés. 

.. Des quatre modèles précédents, une analyse en profondeur suivie d'une 
évaluation seront conduites sur le modèle le plus prometteur. 

" Les résultats de cette dernière étape seront analysés sous la forme d'une 
discussion et des recommandations seront émises. 

Ce résumé survolera ces quatre étapes. 
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Revue de la littérature 

Il fut mentionné précédemment qu'une tendance émergente dans le domaine de 
l'ingénierie du logiciel est d'établir des exigences de qualité. Suryn (2003), dans un 
recensement des principaux écrits utilisés pour enseigner l'ingénierie du logiciel, 
constate qu'aucun ne reconnaît l'existence de telles exigences. li constate de plus 
qu'aucun de ces ouvrages de référence ne reconnaît l'implémentation de la qualité 
comme un effort fortement lié au cycle de vie d'un logiciel. Cela le mène à définir 
l'ingénierie de la qualité du logiciel, une discipline à laquelle la littérature fait souvent 
référence, mais dont la portée est souvent floue, comme suit 

''The application of a continuous, systematic, disciplined, quantifiable 
approach to the development and maintenance of quality of software 
products and systems; that is, the application of quality engineering to 
software." 

Cette méthode se doit d'être solidement appuyée par un modèle de qualité. 
Malheureusement, un recensement des écrits traitant de la qualité des logiciels nous 
laisse croire qu'il existe un schisme profond dans l'industrie au sujet de la définition de 
ce concept. Traditionnellement, l'évaluation la qualité s'est limitée à la mesure du 
niveau d'observance des exigences du client. Cette approche découle du milieu 
manufacturier où des milliers, voir des millions de pièces sont produites et doivent être 
identiques afin d'assurer leur interopérabilité. Il est de l'avis de plusieurs qu'une 
définition plus large est nécessaire pour l'ingénierie du logiciel, car diverses spécificités 
de la programmation sont différentes de celles d'une chaîne de montage. En effet, le 
problème n'est pas de produire des millions d'exemplaires identiques, mais bien de 
créer un logiciel d'une qualité certaine. De l'avis de Kitchenham et Pfleeger (1996), la 
qualité se manifeste sous 5 perspectives : 

" L'aspect transcendantal reconnaît que la qualité a un élément métaphysique 
non quantifiable. il s'agit d'un idéal vers lequel tous veulent se diriger, mais que 
nul ne peut atteindre complètement 

" L'aspect de l'utilisation reconnaît que la qualité a trait à l'applicabilité du produit 
par rapport à un contexte d'utilisation. 

L'aspect manufacturier reconnaît que la qualité est aussi appréciée en 
mesurant le niveau d'observance des exigences du client. 

" L'aspect appelé « produit » reconnaît que la qualité peut être appréciée en 
mesurant ies qualités inhérentes d'un produit. 

., L'aspect de la valeur reconnaît que les perspectives énumérées ci-dessus 
peuvent avoir une valeur différente pour divers usagers. 
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Traditionnellement, les différents efforts pour atteindre la qualité ont eu tendance à se 
concentrer sur un ou l'autre de ces aspects. Par exemple, les modèles comme le 
Capability Maturity Mode! (CMM) tendent à mettre une emphase sur l'aspect 
manufacturier. D'autres croient qu'en infusant des caractéristiques de qualité à un 
produit, le résultat manifestera des valeurs probantes de qualité. Il s'agit là d'une 
emphase sur l'aspect produit. la première prémisse sur laquelle s'appuie ce travail 
stipule qu'un modèle de qualité visant à appuyer l'ingénierie de la qualité du logiciel 
doit reconnaître l'importance de chacun de ces 5 aspects. Une seconde prémisse 
précise qu'il ne suffit pas que le modèle permette l'évaluation de la qualité; il doit 
également appuyer la découverte et la définition d'exigences ayant trait à cette 
dernière. 

Sélection d'un modèle de qualité 

l'aspect le plus important d'un modèle devant appuyer l'ingénierie de la qualité du 
logiciel est qu'il permette autant l'évaluation de la qualité que la définition d'exigences 
ayant trait à celle-ci. l'IEEE (IEEE, 1998) définit ces deux éléments comme étant 
respectivement l'approche du bas vers le haut (bottom to top) et l'approche du haut 
vers le bas (top to bottom). l'évaluation de la qualité, soit l'approche du bas vers le 
haut, est inhérente à tout modèle de qualité. En nous inspirant du standard IEEE 1061, 
nous avons formulé trois questions nous permettant d'évaluer le support d'un modèle 
de qualité pour la définition des exigences de qualité : 

• Est-ce que le modèle peut être utilisé tôt dans le cycle de vie pour définir des 
facteurs de qualité importants? 

• Est-ce que les exigences de qualité établies à l'aide du modèle peuvent être 
communiquées de façon efficace vers le personnel technique chargé de les 
implémenter? 

Est-il possible d'identifier des mesures qui permettront de vérifier 
l'implémentation de ces exigences? 

Une évaluation des modèles de qualité de McCall (1977), Boehm (1978), Dromey 
(1995) et ISOIIEC 9126 (2001 a), à l'aide de ces questions, nous permet de conclure 
que seuiiSO/IEC 9126 peut appuyer l'ingénierie de qualité. De plus, ce modèle, séparé 
en différentes parties, est le seul qui reconnaît les différentes perspectives de la qualité 
mentionnées ci-dessus. Une étude plus approfondie est nécessaire afin de vérifier si ce 
support se manifeste dans tous les aspects du modèle. 

Analyse et évaluation de ISOIIEC 9126 

l'analyse préliminaire conduite précédemment nous a permis de conclure qu'à 
première vue, le modèle proposé par le standard ISOIIEC 9126 semble être une 
fondation crédible pour l'ingénierie de qualité. Avant d'en arriver à une conclusion 
définitive, une étude approfondie se doit d'être entreprise. 
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Une analyse détaillée du standard ISO/IEC 9126-1 nous permet de relever les extraits 
de la norme suivants: 

1. The mode/ must be usable in "defining quality requirements." (page iv, 
paragraphe 3) 

2. The mode! must be "applicable to every ki nd of software. " (page 1, 
paragraphe 3) 

3. The mode! must "provide consistent terminology." (page 1, paragraphe 
3) 

4. The quality mode/ must be usable for setting quality goals for software 
products and intermediate products." (page 6, paragraphe 8) 

5. The mode! should be "hierarchically decomposed into a quality mode! 
composed of characteristics and subcharacteristics. " (page 6, 
paragraphe 8) 

6. The mode! must be predictive. This means that Internai Quality should 
be predictive of External Quality. Ukewise, Externat Quality must be 
predictive of quality in use. (page 3, figure 2 et page 4, figure 3) 

7. Conformance to the mode/ shall be judged either by the usage of the 
characteristics and subcharacteristics or by a mapping to those 
characteristics and subcharacteristics. (page 2, clause 2) 

Il s'agit là de promesses faites aux utilisateurs quant aux caractéristiques que possède 
le modèle dans son ensemble. Les points 1, 4 et 6 demandent une vérification plus 
poussée. 

Il se doit d'être souligné que la norme ISOIIEC 9126 est séparée en quatre parties 
interdépendantes. La première partie décrit le modèle de qualité dans son ensemble, 
alors que les trois autres définissent les aspects de qualité interne, externe et 
d'utilisation ainsi que les mesures y étant rattachées. Les trois aspects sont reliés 
ensemble par un modèle prédictif qui a pour point d'entrée la qualité d'utilisation (voir la 
Figure 12, page 40). En principe, ia définition des exigences quant à la qualité 
d'utilisation peut permettre de découvrir une quantité considérable d'exigences ayant 
trait à la qualité externe. Il en va de même pour la qualité externe et la qualité interne. 
Lors de l'implémentation du logiciel, la qualité interne peut être utilisée pour prédire la 
qualité externe tandis queia qualité externe, quant à elle, peut servir à prédire la qualité 
d'utilisation. La qualité d'utilisation est donc le point d'entrée et le point de sortie de 
l'ingénierie de qualité. Elle représente en soi le résultat que les utilisateurs exigent et 
l'objet qu'ils mesurent. L'analyse qui suit porte donc sur cet aspect particulier du 
standard. 

Afin de vérifier si les promesses d'ISO/IEC 9126 sont bel et bien réalisées dans 
l'aspect de la qualité d'utilisation, les mesures associées à ce dernier sont étudiées 
selon quatre angles d'analyse. Ces quatre angles, inspirés du standard IEEE 1061 
(IEEE, 1998), sont les suivants : 
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" l'impact de la mesure est évalué. la mesure de l'impact permet d'apprécier la 
capacité de la mesure à discriminer la qualité. 

" le coût relatif de la mesure est rapidement estimé. Un coût trop élevé pourrait 
représenter un frein à l'utilisation. 

.. la pertinence de la mesure comme exigence de qualité est analysée. 

" la place de la mesure dans le modèle prédictif préconisé par ISO/IEC 9126 est 
évaluée. 

l'annexe 1 présente en détail les résultats de cette analyse. le tableau XVIII (voir page 
49), qui résume cette annexe, permet de constater que plus de la moitié des mesures 
ne sont pas clairement utilisables tôt dans le cycle de vie pour définir des exigences de 
qualité. Par contre, toutes les mesures hormis une semblent avoir leur place dans le 
modèle prédictif. Afin de pallier à cette situation, les annexes 2 et 3 présentent des 
améliorations possibles aux mesures jugées plus faibles. 

Discussion, Conclusion et Recommandations 

À la suite de l'analyse détaillée conduite précédemment, il ne fait aucun doute que le 
standard ISO/IEC 9126, dans son texte et son intention, appuie les idées et les besoins 
de l'ingénierie de qualité du logiciel. Cependant, les mesures, qui sont en fait 
l'implémentation de cette intention, ne répondent pas à ces besoins. De plus, d'autres 
études font la démonstration qu'il n'est pas clair que les mesures et les caractéristiques 
proposées forment un ensemble exhaustif. Finalement, il n'est pas possible de prouver 
formellement les liens entre la qualité d'utilisation et la qualité externe. À partir de ces 
constatations, trois recommandations visant à améliorer l'applicabilité de ISO/IEC 9126 
à l'ingénierie de la qualité émergent: 

" l'applicabilité des mesures pour la définition des exigences tôt dans le cycle de 
vie doit être améliorée. 

" Vérifier l'exhaustivité de chacune des parties du standard avec des modèles 
spécifiques à chacun des aspects. 

" Découvrir au sein d'études de cas concises les liens réels entre la qualité 
d'utilisation et la qualité externe en s'inspirant des liens proposés dans ce texte. 

Cette recherche s'est montrée très critique à l'égard des mesures associées à l'aspect 
de la qualité d'utilisation du modèle ISOIIEC 9126. la question suivante est alors 
pertinente : est-ce que ce jugement sévère face aux mesures de la qualité d'utilisation 
fait que le modèle ISO/IEC 9126 n'est pas applicable à l'ingénierie de qualité du 
logiciel? la réponse à cette question est négative. les mesures forment une partie dite 
« informative » du standard. En d'autres mots, leur utilisation n'est pas obligatoire. À la 
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suite de cette recherche, il est possible de conclure que le modèle de qualité exposé 
dans ISOIIEC 9126-1 est applicable à l'ingénierie de qualité du logiciel selon les 
critères énumérés précédemment Une amélioration des mesures ne fera qu'améliorer 
ce verdict et faciliter l'union du standard à ce nouveau courant de pensée. 
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AVANT-PROPOS 

Le domaine de l'ingénierie du logiciel étant de façon prédominante anglophone, la 

langue anglaise fut choisie pour la rédaction de ce mémoire afin de l'offrir dans sa 

totalité à un public plus étendu. Un tel choix nous permettra également de publier plus 

rapidement les résultats présentés dans ce mémoire. 

Nos recherches de maîtrise ont tout d'abord porté sur la contribution à la qualité du 

logiciel des méthodes dites "Agiles" par rapport aux méthodes traditionnelles 

d'ingénierie du logiciel. Comme il est souvent le cas dans le domaine de la recherche, 

nos investigations nous ont amenés à nous questionner sur l'influence des différents 

modèles de qualité sur le choix d'une méthode d'ingénierie. Il nous apparaissait alors 

possible que le clivage actuel entre les méthodes "Agiles" et les méthodes 

traditionnelles soit causé par une vision différente de la qualité. Les protagonistes des 

méthodes "Agiles" disent souvent que ce qui est important pour un client se résume à 

trois dimensions: le temps nécessaire à la construction du logiciel, le coût du logiciel, et 

la qualité du produit final. Il s'agit là d'une base de comparaison intéressante entre les 

différentes méthodes d'ingénierie. Bien que les deux premières variables soient 

quantifiables, une évaluation claire et précise des modèles de qualité permettant autant 

la définition que l'évaluation des exigences de ce paramètre n'a pas été trouvée dans la 

littérature. Ce travail de recherche vise à combler cette lacune. 
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FOREWORD 

The first research subject for this thesis was the influence of software development 

methodologies on the resulting software quality. The goal was to find a differentiating 

factor between the emerging "Agile" methodologies and the more traditional 

deveiopment methodologies. As is often the case in research, such investigations led to 

questions about the influence of quality models on the choiœ of an engineering 

methodology. lt then seemed probable that the rift between Agile methodologies and 

more traditional methodologies couid be caused by a different vision of wh at constitutes 

quality. The proponents of Agile methodologies often assert that there are three 

dimensions that are of importance for a client the time it takes to produce software, the 

amount of money it costs to produce software, and finally the quality of the resulting 

product. These three dimensions seem to form a reasonable foundation on which to 

compare software engineering methodologies. While the first two dimensions can be 

quantified, a comprehensive evaluation of the different quality models that allow for 

both the definition and evaluation of the requirements related to the quality dimension 

has not been fou nd in the literature. This research ai ms to close this gap. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Over the last decade, the general focus of the software industry has shifted from 

providing ever more functionalities to improving what has been coined the user 

experience. The user experience refers to characteristics such as ease of use, security, 

stability, etc. lmprovements in such areas lead to an improved qua!ity as perœived by 

the end users. Sorne software products, most notably Microsoft's next iteration of their 

Windows operating system, have been delayed by as much as two years in arder to 

improve their quality. There is no doubt that software quality is beooming an 

increasingly important subject in software engineering. 

Traditionally, software requirements have been classified either as functional or non

functional with eventual notions of quality hidden in the latter. As the industry focus is 

shifting from functionality to improving quality, a new category of requirements are 

emerging. 

Figure 1 Focus is moving towards quality requirements 

ln arder to define these new quality requirements, quality itself must be defined. The 

role of the definition of quality is filied by what is ca lied a quality madel. Unfortunateiy, 

the push towards software quality that can be observed in the industry today is lacking 

a soiid foundation in the form of an agreed upon quality model that can be used not 

only to evalua te software quality, but also to specify it. 

The primary objective of this research is to identify a quality model that can 

serve as a basis for the improvement of software quality in a ccmtinuous, 

systematic, disciplined and quantifiable wa.y (Suryn, 2003). in orcier to attain this 

objective, the following process will be followed: 
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" A review of the literature will allow for the observation of the state of the art in 

the industry and the research community with respect to software quality. This 

part of the thesis will identify possible causes for lacking software quality in the 

industry and further stress the need for a solid foundation to the engineering of 

quality. 

Using the premises estabiished in the review of the literature, four quality 

models recognized today will be described and evaluated with respect to their 

suitability for the improvement of software quality. One mode! will be selected 

for further analysis. 

" An in-depth analysis and evaluation of the mode! that seems the most suited for 

the improvement of quality will be conducted. 

The result of the analysis will be presented in form of a discussion and 

recommandations. 

limitations of the research 

The following limitations apply to this research: 

" The goal of the preliminary analysis is to identify the best possible quality model 

for Software Quality Engineering. As there are many quality models, the review 

of ali the quality modeis is beyond the scope of this project. Rather, four quality 

models were selected for this preliminary analysis. McCall's (1977) and 

Boehm's (1978) models were selected for their historicai importance and 

because they are at the root of sorne corporate quality models. Dromey's 

(1995) mode! was selected because it presented a novel approach to software 

quality. Finally, the ISO/IEC 9126 (2001a) quality model was selected because 

of its importance as an international standard. 

" The in-depth analysis could be subject to further limitations, depending on the 

mode! that will be selected in the preliminary analysis. Should such limitations 

be necessary, they will be detailed at the beginning of the in-depth analysis. 
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CHAPTER 1 

UTERATURE REVIEW 

The software engineering industry has long been diagnosed with a "quality problem" 

(Glass, 1997; NIST, 2002; SEl, 2002). This quaiity problem can take different 

incarnations: from monumental disasters related to software (Glass, 1997) to disastrous 

economie !osses. For example, a NIST report clearly blames lacking software quality 

for !osses of up to 60 billion US dollars in 2002 in the United States alone (NIST, 2002). 

Discussion on how to resolve the quality problem in software engineering leads to 

heated and interesting debates because what exactly constitutes the quality of a 

product is often the subject of hot debate. The reason the word quality is so 

controversial is that people fail to agree on what it means. For sorne it is "[the] degree 

to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfills requirements" (ISO/IEC 1999b) while for 

ethers it can be synonymous with "customer value" (Highsmith, 2002), or even "defect 

levels" (Highsmith, 2002). A possible explanation asto why any of these definitions fail 

to garner a consensus is that they generally fail to recognize the different perspectives 

of quality. Kitchenham and Pfleeger (1996), by reporting the teachings of David Garvin, 

report on the 5 different perspectives of quality: 

.. The transcendental perspective deals with the metaphysical aspect of quality. in 

this view of quality, it is "something toward which we strive as an ideal, but may 

ne ver implement completely." (Kitchenham & Pfleeger, 1996); 

" The user perspective is concemed with the appropriateness of the product for a 

given context of use. Kitchenham and Pfleeger further note that "whereas the 

transcendental view is ethereal, the user view is more concrete, grounded in 

the product characteristics that meet user's needs."; 

.. The manufacturing perspective represents quality as conformance to 

requirements. This aspect of quality is stressed by standards such as ISO 

9001, which defines quality as "[the] degree to which a set of inherent 

characteristics fuifills requirements" (ISO/IEC 1999b). Other models, like the 

Capability Maturity Mode! (CMM) state that the quality of a product is directly 
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related to the quality of the engineering process, thus emphasizing the need for 

a manufacturing-like proœss; 

e The product perspective implies that quality can be appredated by measuring 

the inherent characteristics of the product. Such an approach oft:en leads to a 

bottom-up approach to software quality: by measuring sorne attributes of the 

different components composing a software product, a conclusion can be 

drawn as to the quality of the end product; 

@ The final perspective of quality is vaiue-based. This perspective recognizes that 

the different perspectives of quality may have a different importance, or value, 

to various stakeholders. 

One couid argue that in a world where conformance to ISO and IEEE standards is 

increasingly present in contractual agreements and used as a marketing tool (Adey & 

Hill, 2000), ali the perspectives of quality are subordinate to the manufacturing view. 

This importance of the manufacturing perspective has increased throughout the years 

through works like Quality is Free (Crosby, 1979) and the popularity of movements like 

Six-Sigma (Biehl, 2001 ). The predominance of the manufacturing view in Software 

Engineering can be traced back to the 1960s, when the US Department of Defense and 

IBM gave birth to Software Quality Assurance (Voas, 2003). This has led to the belief 

that adherence to a development process, as in manufacturing, will lead to a quality 

product. The corollary to this belief is that process improvement will lead to improved 

product quality. According to many renowned researchers, this belief is false, or at !east 

flawed. Geoff Dromey states: 

''The flaw in this approach [that you need a quality process to produce a 
quality product] is that the emphasis on process usually cornes at the 
expense of constructing, refining, and using adequate product quality 
mode/s." (Drome y, 1996) 

Kitchenham and Pfleeger reinforce this opinion by stating: 

"There is little evidence that conformance to process standards guarantees 
good products. ln fact, the critics of this view suggest that process 
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standards guarantee on/y uniformity of output [. .. ]" (Kitchenham & Pfleeger, 
1996) 

5 

Furthermore, data available from so-called Agile (Highsmith, 2002) projects show that 

high quality is attainable without following a manufacturing-like approach. 

However, recent studies conducted at Motorola (Eickelman, 2003; Diaz & Sligo, 1997) 

and Raytheon (Haley, 1996) show that there is indeed a correlation between the 

maturity level of an organization as measured by the Capability Maturity Model and the 

quality of the resulting product. These studies provide data on how a higher maturity 

level (as measured by the CMM) can lead to: 

" lmproved error/defect density (i.e. the error/defect density lowers as maturity 

improves) 

• Lower error rate 

• Lower cycle time (time to complete parts of the lifecycle) 

• Setter estimation capability 

From these results, one could conclude that the "quality problem" is non-existent, that it 

can easily be solved by following a mature process. However, these measured 

improvements are directly related to the manufacturing perspective of quality. 

Therefore, such quality improvement efforts fail to address the other perspectives of 

quality. This might be one of the reasons that sorne observers of the software 

development scene perceive the "quality problem" as one of the main failings of the 

software engineering industry. Furthermore, studies show that improvement efforts 

grounded in the manufacturing perspective of quality are difficult to scale down to 

sma!ler projects and/or smalier teams (Laitinen, 2000; Boddie, 2000). lndeed, rather 

than being scaled down in smaller projects, these practices are simply not performed. 

Over the recent years, researchers have proposed new models that try to encompass 

more perspectives of quality them just the manufacturing view. One such model was 

proposed by Geoff Dromey (1995; 1996). Dromey's view of the quality of the end 
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product is that it is directly related to the quality of the artifacts that are a by-product of 

the process being followed. Therefore, he developed different modeis that can be used 

to evaluate the quality of the requirements model, the design mode! and the resulting 

software. The reasoning is that if quality artifacts are conceived and produced 

throughout the lifecycle, then the end product will manifest attributes of quality. This 

approach can clearly be linked to the product perspective of quality with elements from 

the manufacturing view. This is certainly a step forward from the manufacturing-only 

approach described above, but it fails to view the engineering of quality as a process 

that co vers ali the perspectives of quality. Pfleeger (2001) wams against approaches 

that focus only on the product perspective of quality: 

"This view [the product view] is the one often advocated by software metrics 
experts; they assume that good Internai Quality indicators will lead to good 
extemal ones, such as reliability and maintainability. However, more 
research is needed to verity these assumptions and to determine which 
aspects of quality affect the actual product's use." 

The above observations illustrate the disagreements that exist in both the research 

community and the industry on the subject of software quality. One thing is certain 

however: it is difficult to measure something that has not been thoroughly defined. 

Furthermore, in this day and age of rationalization, it is doubtful that something that is 

not specifically required will be implemented. This reasoning leads to the first premiss 

that is the basis of this work: 

A possible contribution to a complete solution to the 

quality problem in software engineering is to establish 

quality requirements. 

Premiss 1 

To the extent of the knowledge of the author, to date no methodology for establishing 

quality requirements exists. ln fact, quality requirements are not even a recognized 

body of knowledge. A survey of the most popular books on software engineering, books 

that are used to teach software engineering, shows that they fail to acknowledge quality 

requirements. 
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Author 

Van Vliet 

Pfleeger 

Leffingweii/Widrig 

Lauesen 

Bu dg en 

Humphrey 

Ghezzi 

Kendall 

Donaldson 

Jarvis 

Kan 

NIA 

Table 1 

Survey of books on software engineering 
(Adapted from Suryn (2003)) 

Book 

Software Engineering (2"d edition) 

Software Engineering (3rd edition) 

Managing Software Requirements, 1 st and 2"d edition 

Software Requirements 

Software Design 

A Discipline for Software Engineering 

Fundamentals of Software Engineering 

Systems Analysis and Design 

Sucœssful Software Development 

lnroads to Software Quality 

Metrics and Models in Software Quality Engineering 

SWEBOK 

Suryn (2003) in his analysis observes: 

7 

Year 1 

2003 

2002 

1993, 
2003 

2002 

2003 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2000 

1997 

2003 

2003 

" None recognizes the implementation of quality as an effort that closely follows 

the life cycle; 

Only one recognizes that the implementation of quality is part of the 

engineering process; 

" None recommends that quality requirements be modeled at the same time as 

functional requirements; 

" None teaches how to implement quality in the product; 

" None offers advice, tool support or methodoiogy to quality engineers; 

ln fact, most of these books view quaiity from the manufacturing and product 

perspectives. The "quality probiem" is thus easily soived by following a mature process 
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and performing reviews, tests and inspections. Leffingwell and Widrig (1999), in their 

book on requirements engineering, only mention quality as an attribute of the use case 

model, thus approaching Dromey's view of quality (i.e. something that should be 

considered for ali the products of the software engineering process). There is not a 

single word on the quality attributes that should be a part of the end product. Sadly, this 

may be considered not only as the state of the practice, but a Iso as the state of the art. 

Consequently, one could question why while most people would agree on the 

importance of software quality, very few tie its implementation to the software life cycle. 

The unification of the software life cycle with the engineering of quality would manifest 

itself in part by the establishment of quality requirements. This leads to the second 

premiss that justifies the research presented in this thesis: 

A possible reason for the absence of quality requirements 

is that no quality mode! has yet been identified to serve as 

a foundation for their definition. 

Premiss Il 

This premiss does not state that there exists no mode! suitable for establishing quality 

requirements, but simply that no such model has been clearly identified in the literature. 

Such a model cou id serve as a basis for the definition of quality requirements. 

The goal of a quality mode! is in essence to define quality. While specifie definitions 

have been estabiished for given contexts, there is no consensus as to what constitutes 

quality in the general sense in software engineering. ln such a situation, a model that 

encompasses as many perspectives of quality would prove useful. The following 

premiss defines the first requirement that a suitable model for the identification of 

quality requirements should respect. 

A quality mode! that is to be used as the foundation for the 

definition of quality requirements should acknowledge an 

the perspectives of qua.lity, na.meiy tra.nscendental, user, 

manufa.cturing, product and value-ba.sed. 

Premiss Ill 
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Another requirement that a quality model should respect is to have the ability to support 

both the definition of quality requirements and their subsequent evaluation. This can be 

explained by referring to the manufacturing perspective of quality, which states that 

quality is conformance to requirements. Conformance to requirements impiies that 

something has to be defined and measured. The following premiss states this 

concisely. 

A quality model that is to be used as the foundation for the 

definition of quality requirements should help in both the 

specification of quality requirements and the evaluation of 

software quality. ln otherr worrds, it should be usable from 

the top of the development process to the bottom, and from 

the bottom to the top. 

Premiss IV 

Should such a mode! be identified, it could lead to a new approach to quality in 

software engineering. Using such a mode! to identify and specify quality requirements 

at the beginning of the lifecycle would mark a transition from a reactive approach to 

quality towards a methodology that is proactive in the engineering of quality into 

software. Such a methodology is taking shape in the teachings of Suryn (2003). He has 

coined such a methodology Software Quality Engineering and defined it as follows: 

"The application of a continuous, systematic, disciplined, quantifiable 
approach to the development and maintenance of quality of software 
products and systems; that ïs, the application of quality engineering to 
software." 

This can be contrasted with traditional software engineering which is comprised of the 

following activities 1 (Pfleeger, 2001; Pressman, 2001; Leffingwell & Widrig, 1999): 

1 This representation of the activities included in the development process is not mean! to indicate th at the Waterfall 
model should be used. The observations made in this section are applicable to most, if not every, process model. 
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Figure 2 Traditional activities in the software development lifecycle 
(ISOIIEC 2000) 

ln most cases, these activities will produce artifacts at their completion. For example, 

the accomplishment of the Requirements Engineering process will result in the 

production of a Software Requirements Specification document (SRS). The Design 

phase will end with the release of a design document. The approach to achieving 

quality until now has been to measure the quality of these individual artifacts with 

respect to a certain evaluation mode! and use the results as a prediction of the end 

product's quality. 

As was previously mentioned, severa! researchers have expressed doubts about the 

validity of such an approach. An approach as the one iilustrated in Figure 3 can be 

defined as bottom-up; by building quality components, it is assumed that the whole will 

be of quality. On the other end, software quality engineering also approaches the 

problem from the top to the bottom, as is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. 
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t------------1>1 Measure Quality 
of Requirements 

r---------+1 Measure Quality 
of Code 

Measure Quality 
t-----~ ofTests 

t-----~ Measure Quality 
of Software 

Figure 3 Traditional approach to quality prediction 
Adapted from Dromey (1996) 

11 
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Stakeholders' Requirements 

,, 
Traditional Quality 

Requirements Requirements 
Engineering Engineering 

~/ 
Requirements - Measure of ..... Quality model 

model .... Quality ..... 

' Design - Measure of .... Quality model ..... Quality ..... 

Implementation .... Measure of .... Quality model (code) .... Quality ..... 

Tests ..... Measure of ..... Quality model ..... Quality -

Operation & - Measure of - Quality model Maintenance ..... Quality .... 

Figure 4 An approach to Quality Engineering - 1 
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1-From top to bottom, use 
a quality model to specify 
quality needs and 
requirements 

i 
v 

Il' Requirements 1 

, Engineering ! 

1 

~ 
Design 

l 
lcoding 

l 
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2-From bottom to top, use 
a quality model to evaluate 
the quality and determine 
if it is sufficient to meet 
quality needs and 
requirements 

Figure 5 An approach to Quality Engineering - 2 

lt is an emerging research hypothesis that the way to resolve the quality problem in 

software engineering lies in such an approach to software quality engineering (Suryn, 

2003). Quality concems should be addressed at the beginning of and throughout the 

lifecycie. 

More than 400 years ago, René Descartes, the famous French philosopher, is reported 

to have said that "it is far better never to contempfate investigating the truth about any 

matter than to do so without a method". Carefully following such an advice, it is the 

opinion of the author that software quality engineering, in order to advance in its 

maturity, should select an appropriate quality model as a long-term foundation. 

This thesis presents the search for a iong-term foundation to software quaiity 

engineering. 
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CHAPTER2 

SElECTION Of A QUAUTY MODEl 

Every methodology that aspires to be used as a foundation for quality engineering 

should be firmly grounded in an appropriate quality model or framework. As a premiss 

to this work, it was stated that an appropriate quality mode! for software quality 

engineering should be usable from top to bottom and from bottom to top. IEEE Std 

1061-1998 (IEEE, 1998) provides guidance on the usage of such a quality framework: 

From top to bottom the [quality] framework facilitates: 

-Establishment of quality requirements factors, by customers 
and managers early in a system's /ife cycle; 

-Communication of the established quality factors, in terms of 
quality subfactors, to the technical personnel; 

-Identification of metric~ that are related to the established 
quality factors and quality subfactors. 

From bottom to top the [quality] framework enables the managerial and 
technical personnel to obtain feedback by 

-Evaluating the software products and processes at the metrics 
leve!; 

-Analyzing the metric values to estimate and assess the quality 
factors. 

2 ln 2002, the ISO/IEC JTC1 sub-committee SC7 - Systems and Software Engineering - replaced the term "metric" 
by "measure" to align its vocabulary with the one used in metrology. This thesis will use the term measure whenever 
possible. 
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As was pointed out in the previous section, quality frameworks tend to be used in a 

bottom to top approach. The prevalence of the manufacturing and product perspectives 

encourage frequent measurement of internai attributes as a control variable. 

Furthermore, it is possible to link prevalence of the bottom to top approach to the 

following points: 

" Software engineering tools automatically measure sorne quality attributes. For 

example, tools like Borland's Together automatically measure quality attributes 

for the design and implementation of software. 

" Up till now, quality models have emphasized the evaluation of quality, rather 

than helping decide which quality attributes should be emphasized. 

" The assumption that the quality of the individual artifacts will be indicative of the 

end product's quality. This could be traceable to an over-emphasis on the 

product perspective of quality, as was explained previously. 

• An emphasis on the manufacturing perspective of quality will lead to an 

evaluation of sorne specifie quality measures throughout the !ife cycle. Those 

specifie measures include but are not limited to: error/defect density, error rate 

and cycle time. 

On the other end, it is suggested as a premiss to this research that quality engineering 

may be accomplished by a methodology that leverages the power of both the top to 

bottom and bottom to top approaches. Starting with an inadequate model will render 

the task of quality engineering too difficult to attain. Ail models explicitly or implicitly 

support the bottom up approach to quality engineering, because at sorne point 

measurements are necessary. What is needed is a model that explicitly supports the 

top to bottom approach to quality engineering. 

As a first step towards reaching the stated objective of identifying a quality mode! 

suitable for software quality engineering, this section reviews the most popular quality 

models with respect to the following criteria inspired from the IEEE standard (IEEE, 

1998): 
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" Model selection question 1: Carn the framework be used by stakeholders to 

set quality factors early in a system's lifecycle? 

" Model selection question 2: Can the established quality requirements based 

on the mode! be effectively communicated to the technical personnel? 

.. Model selection question 3: ls it possible to identify measures related to the 

establishment of quality factors and quality subfactors? 

2.1 McCall's quality mode! 

2.1.1 Description 

McCall (McCall, Richards & Walters, 1977) introduced his quality mode! in 1977. 

According to Pfleeger (2001 ), it was one of the first published quality models. Figure 6 

presents this quality model. Each quality factor on the left hand side of the figure 

represents an aspect of quality that is not directly measurable. On the right hand side 

are the measurable properties that can be evaluated in order to quantify the quality in 

terms of the factors. Table Il presents the quality factors while Table m describes the 

measurable properties. McCall proposes a subjective grading scheme ranging from 0 

(low) to 10 (high). 
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Peliability 

Integrity 

Executioneffici~ 

9:ornge efficiency 

Access oontrol 

Access audit 
Usahlity Q?ernbility 

T:rninina 

Testability 
In>tnnœntation 

Flexibi.lity Self-desert · ness 

Fbrtabi.lity 
Ceneœlity 

Feusal:ility 

Interoperability 

Figure 6 McCall's quality modei 
Adapted from Pleeger (2003) and McCall et al. (1977) 
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Quality Factor 

Correctness 

Reliability 

Efficiency 

lntegrity 

Usability 

Maintainability 

Flexibility 

Testability 

Portability 

Reusability 

lnteroperability 

Table Il 

McCail's quality factors 
(Adapted from Pressman (2001 )) 

Definition 

The extent to which a program satisfies its specification and 
fulfills the customer's mission objectives. 

18 

The extent to which a program can be expected to perform its 
intended function with required precision. 

The amount of computing resources and code required by a 
program to perform its function. 

Extent to which access to software or data by unauthorized 
persons can be controlled. 

Effort required to learn, operate, prepare input, and interpret 
output of a program. 

Effort required to locate and fix an error. 

Effort required to modify an operational program. 

Effort required to test a program to ensure that it performs its 
intended function. 

Effort required to transfer the program from one hardware 
and/or software system environ ment to another. 

Extent to which a program can be reused in other applications 
- related to the packaging and scope of the functions that the 
program performs. 

Effort required to couple one system to another. 
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Measurable Properly 

Auditability 

Accuracy 

Communication 
commonality 

Complete ness 

Concise ness 

Consistency 

Data commonality 

Error tolerance 

Execution efficiency 

Expandability 

Generality 

Hardware 
independence 

Instrumentation 

Modularity 

Operability 

Security 

Self-documentation 

Simplicity 

Table m 

McCall's measurabie properties 
(Adapted from Pressman (2001)) 

Definition 

The ease with which conformance to standards can be 
checked. 

The precision of computations and control. 

The degree to which standard interfaces, protocols, and 
bandwidth are used. 

The degree to which full implementation of required function 
has been achieved. 

The compactness of the program in terms of li nes of code. 

The use of uniform design and documentation techniques 
throughout the software development project. 

19 

The use of standard data structures and types throughout the 
program. 

The damage that occurs when the program encounters an 
error. 

The run-time performance of a program. 

The degree to which architectural, data, or procedural design 
can be extended. 

The breadth of potential application of program components. 

The degree to which software is decoupled from the hardware 
on which it operates. 

The degree to which the program monitors its own operation 
and identifies errors that do occur. 

The functional independance of program components. 

The ease of operation of a program. 

The avaiiability of mechanisms that control or protect 
programs and data. 

The degree to which the source code provides meaningful 
documentation. 

The degree to which a program can be understood without 
difficulty. 
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Table Ill (continued) 

Nleasurable Properl.y Definition 

Software system 
The degree to which the program is independent of 

independance 
nonstandard programming language features, operating 
system characteristics, and other environ mental constraints. 

Traceability 
The ability to trace a design representation of actual program 
component back to requirements. 

Training 
The degree to which the software assists in enabling new 
users to apply the system. 

2.1.2 Discussion and evaluation 

As was noted previously, this is one of the first documented attempt at defining a 

universal quality model for software systems. Sorne other corporate models like 

MITRE's SQAE (Martin & Shaffer, 1996) are partially based on this work. 

Pressman notes that "unfortunately, many of the metrics3 defined by McCa!l et al. can 

be measured on/y subjective/y'' (Pressman, 2001 ). lt is therefore difficult to use this 

framework to set precise and specifie quality requirements. Furthermore, sorne of the 

factors and measurable properties, like traceabHity and self-documentation among 

others, are not really definable or even meaningful at an early stage for non-technical 

stakeholders. 

Pressman states that "The metrics may be in the form of a checklist that is used to 

"grade" specifie attributes of the software". This statement highlights that McCall's 

quality model is better suited to the bottom to top evaluation of quality rather than the 

specification of quality needs. 

3 This iapse of Pressman needs to be pointed out. McCail's mode! does not define metrics, but measurabie properties 
that can be measured lhrough the use of melrics. 
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2.1.3 Conclusion 

This mode! is not applicable with respect to the criteria outlined in the IEEE Standard 

for a Software Quality Metrics Methodology for a top to bottom approach to quality 

engineering. 1t is therefore not suited as a foundation for software quality engineering 

according to the stated premises. 

Table IV 

Evaluation of McCail's model 

Nlodel selection question Answer 

Gan the framework be used by WITHACERTAIN LEVELOF DIFFICULTY.It is 
stakeholders to set quality factors difficult to use this mode! to specify high level 
early in a system 's lifecycle? quality needs at the beginning of the lifecycle. 

The high level attributes can be mostly 
considered as things every software product 
should exhibit. 

Gan the established quality PROBABL Y. The model is already quite 
requirements based on the mode! technical and uses terms that should be used by 
be effective/y communicated to the technical personnel. 
technical personnel? 

ls it possible to identify measures WITHACERTAIN LEVELOF DIFFICULTY. 
related to the establishment of Sorne of the measurable properties are loosely 
quality factors and quality defined. 
subfactors? 

2.2 Boehm's quality madel 

2.2.1 Description 

1 

Boehm's quality mode! improves upon the work of McCall and his colleagues (Boehm, 

Brown, Kaspar, Upow & MacCieod, 1978). As Figure 7 shows, this quality model 

ioosely retains the factor-measurable propety arrangement. However, for Boehm and 

his colleagues, the prime characteristic of quality is what they define as "general utility". 

According to Pfleeger (2001 ), this is an assertion that first and fore most, a software 

system must be useful to be considered a quality system. For Boehm, general utility is 

composed of ém-is utility, maintainability and portability (Boehm et al., 1976): 
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" How weil (easily, reliably, efflciently) can 1 use it [software system] as-is? 

" How easy is it to maintain (understand, modify, and retest)? 

" Gan 1 still use it if 1 change my environ ment? 

if the semantics of McCall's mode! are used as a reference, the quality factors could be 

defined as: Portability, Reliability, Efflciency, Human Engineering, Testability, 

Understandability and Modifiability These factors can be decomposed into measurable 

properties such as Deviee Independance, Accuracy, Completness, etc. Portability is 

somewhat incoherent in this classification as it acts both as a top level component of 

general utility, and as a factor that possesses measurable attributes. 

The definitions for the factors and measurable attributes are given in Table V and Table 

VI respectively. 

/ 
1 

\ 

P ortabilitv 

/ P.eli ab il i tv 

Human Engin~ering 

T estabilitv 

Maint ain abilitv Und~rsta.ndabilitv 

Figure 7 Boehm's quality mode! 
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StrUt::ttu·e dnes s 

con cr: enes s 

Adapted from Pfleeger (2001), Boehm et al. (1976; 1978) 
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Quality Factor 

Portability 

Reliability 

Efficiency 

Human Engineering 

Testability 

Understandability 

Modifiability 

Maintainability 

Table V 

Boehm's quality factors 
(Adapted from Boehm et ai. (1976) ) 

Definition 

Code possesses the characteristic of portability to the extent 
that it can be operated easily and weil on computer 
configurations other th an the current one. 

Code possesses the characteristic of reliability to the extent 
that it can be expected to perform its intended functions 
satisfactorily. 

Code possesses the characteristic of efficiency to the extent 
that it fulfills its purpose without waste of resource. 

Code possesses the characteristic of hum an engineering to 
the extent that it fulfills its purpose without wasting the users' 
time and energy, or degrading their morale. 

Code possesses the characteristic of testability to the extent 
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that it facilitates the establishment of verification and supports 
evaluation of its performance. 

Code possesses the characteristic of understandability to the 
extent that its purpose is clear to the inspector. 

Code possesses the characteristic of modifiability to the extent 
that it facilitates the incorporation of changes, once the nature 
of the desired change has been determined. 

Code possesses of maintainability to the extent that it 
facilitates updating to satisfy new requirements orto correct 
deficiencies. 
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Table Vi 

Boehm's measurable properties 
(Adapted from Boehm et al. (1976)) 

Nleasurable Properly Definition 

Code possesses the characteristic of deviee-independance to 
Deviee independence the extent that it can be executed on computer hardware 

configurations other that its current one. 

Code possesses the characteristic of self-containedness to 
Self-containedness the extent that it performs ali its explicit and implicit functions 

within itself. 

Code possesses the characteristic of accuracy to the extent 
Accuracy that its outputs are sufficiently precise to satisfy their intended 

use. 

Code possesses the characteristic of completeness to the 
Completeness extent that ali its parts are present and each part is tully 

developed. 

Code possesses the characteristic of robustness to the extent 
Robustness/integrity that it can continue to perform despite sorne violation of the 

assumptions in its specification. 

Code possesses the characteristic of internai consistency to 

Consistency 
the extent that it contains uniform notation, terminology and 
symbology within itself, and external consistency to the extent 
that the content is traceable to the requirements. 

Code possesses the characteristic of accountability to the 
extent that its usage can be measured. This means that 

Accountability critical segments of code can be instrumented with probes to 
measure timing, whether specified branches are exercised, 
etc. 

Code possess the characteristic of deviee effieieney to the 
Deviee efficiencl extent that it fulfills its purpose without waste of hardware 

resources. 

Accessibility 
Code possesses the eharacteristic of accessibility to the 
extent that it facilitates selective use of its parts. 

Code possesses the characteristie pf eommunicativeness to 

Communicativeness 
the extent that it facilitates the specification of inputs and 
provides outputs whose form and content are easy to 
assimilate and useful. 

4 Boehm et al. (1976) does not define this property in the appendix to his paper. However, the definition can be 
reconstructed from the definition of the Efficiency characteristic. 
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Table VI (continued) 

Measurable Pmperly Definiticm 

Self -descriptiveness Code possesses the characteristic of self-descriptiveness to 
the extent that it contains enough information for a reader to 
determine or verify its objectives, assumptions, constraints, 
inputs, outputs, components, and revision status. 

Code possesses the characteristic of structuredness to the 
Structuredness extent that it possesses a definite pattern of organization of its 

interdependent parts. 

Concise ness 
Code possesses the characteristic of conciseness to the 
extent that excessive information is not present. 

legibility Code possesses the characteristic of legibility to the extent 
that its function is easily discemed by reading the code. 

Code possesses the characteristic of augmentability to the 

Augmentability extent that it can easily accommodate expansion in 
component computation al functions or data storage 
requirements. 

2.2.2 Discussion and evaluation 

lt is interesting to note that in opposition to McCall's model, Boehm's model is 

decomposed in a hierarchy that at the top addresses the concems of end-users while 

the bottom is of interest to technically inclined personnel. However, this interest wanes 

when one reads Boehm's definition of the characteristics of software quality. Except for 

General Utility and As-is Utility, ali definitions begin with "Code possesses the 

characteristic [ ... ]'. The measurable properties and characteristics therefore 

concentrate on highly technical details of quality that are difficult to grasp for non

technical stakeholders that are typically involved early in the software lifecycle. The 

characteristics General Utility and As-is Utility are too generic and imprecise to be 

useful for defining verifiable requirements. like the McCall mode!, this mode! is mostly 

useful for a bottom to top approach to software quality (i.e. it can effectively be used to 

define measures of software quality, but is more difficult to use to specify quality 

requirements). 
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Whiie this model is a step forward in the sense that it provides basic support for a top to 

bottom approach to software quality, this support is too ephemeral to be considered as 

a solid foundation for quality engineering. 

2.2.3 Conclusion 

Table Vil 

Evaluation of Boehm's mode! 

Mode! selection question Answer 

Gan the framework be used by WITH A CERTAIN LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY. lt 
stakeholders to set quality is difficult to use this model to specify high 
factors early in a system's level quality needs at the beginning of the 
lifecycle? lifecycle. The high leve! attributes can be 

mostly considered as things every software 
product should exhibit. lt is difficult to 
imagine asking an end user the following 
question: "On a grade from one to ten, 
please rate how useful you would like the 
system to be?". How is the usefulness 
measured then? 

Gan the established quality PROBABL Y. The mode! is already quite 
requirements based on the technical and uses terms that should be 
mode! be effective/y used by technical personnel. 
communicated to the technical 
personnel? 

ls it possible to identify measures WITH A CERTAIN LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY. 
related to the establishment of Measures can be defined from the 
quality factors and quality measurable properties. 
subfactors? 

This mode! is not applicable with respect to the criteria outlined in the IEEE Standard 

for a Software Quality Metrics Methodology for a top to bottom approach to quality 

engineering. lt is therefore not suited as a foundation for software quality engineering 

according to the stated premises. 
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2.3 Dromey's quality mode! 

2.3.1 Description 

Dromey's (1995) model takes a different approach to software quality then the two 

previously presented models. For Dromey, a quality model should clearly be based 

upon the product perspective of quality: 

"What must be recognized in any attempt to build a quality mode/ is that 
software does not direct/y manifest quality attributes. lnstead it exhibits 
product characteristic that imply or contribute to quality attributes and other 
characteristics (product defects) th at detract from the quality attributes of a 
product. Most models of software quality fail to deal with the product 
characteristics side of the problem adequate/y and they also fail to make 
the direct links between quality attributes and corresponding product 
characteristics." (Dromey, 1995) (Emphasis added to support the argument) 

Dromey has built a quality evaluation framework that analyzes the quality of software 

components through the measurement of tangible quality properties (Figure 9). Each 

artifact produced in the software lifecycle can be associated with a quality evaluation 

model. Dromey gives the following examples of what he means by software 

components for each of the different models: 

" Variables, functions, statements, etc. can be considered components of the 

implementation model; 

" A requirement can be considered a component of the requirements mode!; 

" A module can be considered a compone nt of the design mode!; 

" Etc. 

According to Dromey (1995), these components ali possess intrinsic properties that can 

be classified into four categories: 

" Correctness: Evaluates if sorne basic principles are violated. 
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" Internai: Measure how weil a component has been deployed according to its 

intended use . 

., Contextuai: Deals with the extemal influences by and on the use of a 

component. 

" Descriptive: Measure the descriptiveness of a component (for example, does it 

have a meaningful name?). 

These properties are used to evaluate the quality of the components. This is illustrated 

in Figure 8 for a variable component present in the implementation model. 

Quality-
Property Quality Component Carrying 

Properties Classification Impact 

assigned correctness Functionality; reliability 

precise correctness Functionality, reliability 

single-purpose correctness Functionality; reliability 

Variable encapsulated contextual Maintainability, reuse 

utilized contextual Maintainability, reuse 

self-descriptive descriptive Maintainability, reuse 

documented descriptive Maintainability, reuse 

Figure 8 Quality evaluation of a variable component 
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Product 
mo del 

Tangible ......... ComponentA -Iii"' Y. uality carrying 
properties 1 

1 - rn... High level 
- Linkages- quality attributes 

Tangible --ComponentB ........ 1'1 uality carrying 
properties 

Figure 9 Dromey's Quality Mode! 

2.3.2 Discussion and evaluation 

lt seems obvious from the inspection of the previous figures that Dromey's model is 

focused on the minute details of quality. This is stated explicitly: 

"What we can do is identify and build in a consistent, harmonious, and 
complete set of product properties (such as modules without side effects) 
th at result in manifestations of reliability and maintainability." (Drome y, 
1996) 

For Dromey, the high level characteristics of quality will manifest themselves if the 

components of the software product, from the individual requirements to the 

programming language variables5
, exhibit quality carrying properties. Dromey's 

hypothesis should be questioned. If ali the components of ali the artifacts produced 

during the software lifecycle exhibit quality carrying properties, will the resulting product 

manifest characteristics such as maintainability, functionality, and others? 

The foliowing analogy will be useful in answering this question. 

If you buy the highest quality flour, along with the highest quality apples and 
the highest quality cinnamon, will you automatica!ly produce an apple pie 
th at is of the highest quality? 

5 Dromey's description of his quality evaluation framework begins with requirements and ends with the 
implementation. 
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The answer is obviously negative. ln addition to quality ingredients, at !east three more 

things are needed in order to produce an apple pie of the highest quality. 

'" A recipe (i.e. an overall architecture and an execution process). Dromey 

acknowledges this by identifying proœss maturity as a desirable high level 

characteristic. However, it is only briefly mentioned in both his publications on 

the subject (Dromey, 1995; Dromey, 1996). 

.. The consumer's tastes must be taken into account. ln order for the result to be 

considered of the highest quality by the consumer, it needs to be tuned to his 

tastes. This is akin to what is commonly called user needs in software 

engineering. User needs are completely ignored by Dromey. However, as it was 

demonstrated in the introduction, they are an integral and indissociable part of 

software quality. 

" Someone with the qualifications and the tools to properly execute the recipe. 

While Dromey's work is interesting from a technically inclined stakeholder's 

perspective, it is difficult to see how it could be used at the beginning of the lifecycle to 

determine user quality needs. Dromey (1995) states that software quality "must be 

considered in a systematic and structured way, from the tangible to the intangible". By 

focusing too much on the tangible, Dromey fails to build a mode! that is meaningful for 

stakeholders typically involved at the beginning of the lifecycle. Do end users care 

about the variable naming convention or module coupling? ln most cases, it is doubtful 

that this question can be answered affirmatively. Therefore, this mode! is rather 

unwieldy to specify user quality needs. This does not mean that it cannot be usefullater 

on as a checklist for ensuring that product quality is up to standards. lt can definitely be 

classified as a bottom to top approach to software quality. 

2.3.3 Conclusion 

This model is not applicable with respect to the criteria outlined in the IEEE Standard 

for a Software Quality Metrics Methodology for a top to bottom approach to quality 

engineering. 
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Table VIII 

Evaluation of Dromey's model 

Madel selection question Answer 

Gan the framework be used by NO. 1t is difficult to use this mode! to specify 
stakeholders to set quality high level quality needs at the beginning of 
factors early in a system's the lifecycle. Dromey's model defines what 
lifecycle? could be termed as software quality 

checklists for individual components. 
However, these are things that are usually of 
little conœrn for a customer. 

Gan the established quality YES. Checkiist can be provided to technical 
requirements based on the personnel to ensure that they perform the 
mode/ be effective/y work correctly. 
communicated to the technical 
personnel? 

ls it possible to identify measures YES. Checklists are convenient to verify. 
related to the establishment of 
quality factors and quality 
subfactors? 

2.4 ISO/IEC 9126 quality model 

2.4.1 Description 

ln 1991, the International Organization for Standardization introduœd a standard 

named ISO!IEC 9126 (1991): Software product evaluation- Quality characteristics and 

guidel ines for their use. This standard aimed to defi ne a quality model for software and 

a set of guidelines for measuring the characteristics associated with it. ISO/IEC 9126 

quickly gained notoriety with IT specialists in Europe as the best way to interpret and 

measure quality (Bazza na, Anderson & Jokela, 1 993). However, Pfleeger (2001) 

reports sorne important problems associated with the first release of ISO/IEC 9126: 

" There are no guidelines on how to provide an overall assessment of quality. 

.. There are no indications on how to perform the measurements of the quality 

characteristics. 
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" Rather than focusing on the user view of software, the model's characteristics 

reflect a developer view of software. 

According to Pfleeger, this first incarnation of ISO/IEC 9126 is not usable as a bottom to 

top approach to quality engineering, and even less usabie as a top to bottom approach. 

ln order to address these concerns, an ISO committee began working on a revision of 

the standard. The results of this effort are the introduction of a revised version of 

180/IEC 9126 focusing on the quality mode!, and a new standard, 180/IEC 14598 

(180/IEC, 1999a) focusing on software product evaluation. ISO!!EC 14598 addresses 

Pfleeger's first concem while the revision to 180/IEC 9126 aims to resolve the second 

and third issues. 180/IEC 9126 is nowa four part standard: 

• 180/IEC 9126-1 (180/IEC, 2001a) defines an updated quality model. 

• 180/IEC 9126-2 (180/IEC, 2003a) defines a set of external measures. 

• 180/IEC 9126-3 (180/IEC, 2003b) defines a set of internai measures. 

" 180/IEC 9126-4 (180/IEC, 2001 b) defines a set of quality in use measures. 

The new quality model defined in 180/IEC 9126-1 recognizes three aspects of software 

quality and defines them as follows: (the full definition is given as it is pertinent to the 

discussion th at ensues) 

.. Quality in Use: 

Quality in use is the user's view of the quality of the software product when 
it is used in a specifie environment and a specifie context of use. 1t 
measures the extent to which users can achieve their goals in a particular 
environment, rather than measuring the properties of the software itself. 
(ISOIIEC, 2001 a) 

" External quality: 

Extemaf quality is the totality of characteristics of the software product from 
an extemal view. lt is the quality when the software is executed, which is 
typically measured and evaluated while testing in a simu!ated environment 
with simulated data using extemal metrics. During testing, most faults 
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should be discovered and eliminated. However, sorne faults may stiJl 
remain after testing. As it is difficult to correct the software architecture or 
other fundamental design aspects of the software, the fundamental design 
remains unchanged throughout the testing. (ISO/IEC, 2001a) 

" Internai Quality: 

Internai quality is the totality of characteristics of the software product from 
an internai view. Internai quality is measured and evaluated against the 
Internai Quality requirements. Details of software product quality can be 
improved during code implementation, reviewing and testing, but the 
fundamental nature of the software product quality represented by the 
Internai Quality remains unchanged unless redesigned. (ISO/IEC, 2001a) 
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The Internai and Extemal Quality model is inspired from McCall and Boehm's work. it is 

a three layer model composed of quality characteristics, quality subcharacteristics and 

quality measures. Figure 1 0 illustrates this model and Tables IX to XV give the 

definition of the characteristics and subcharacteristics. More than 100 measures of 

Internai and Extemal Quality are provided as part of the standard. lt is important to 

note that these are informational6
, meaning that other measures can also be used. 

6 lt is important to explain what the adjective "informational" means in ISO-speak. An informational part is something 
against which conformance is not measured. ln the case of ISO/IEC 9126, the measures form an informational part 
of the standard. This means that using these measures is a good step towards compliance. However, the authors of 
the standard recognize that there is no universal set of measures. Therefore, the standard allows for other 
measures to be defined in order to replace and/or complement the given measures. lnformational could be thought 
of as "proposed". 
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' functionality 

• 
suitability 
accuracy 

interoperability 
security 

functionality 
compliance 

external and 
internai 
quality 

1 

' ' ' ' reliability usability efficiency maintainabili~ 

• • • • 
maturity ~nderstandabilit time behaviour analyzability 

fault tolerance learnability changeability 

recoverability operability res ource stability 
attractiveness utilisation testability 

reliablity usability efficiency maintainability compliance compliance compliance compliance 

Figure 10 3-layer model for internai and Extemal Quality 
Adapted from (ISO/IEC, 2001a) 
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' portability 

• 
adaptability 
installability 
co-existence 

replaceability 

portability 
compliance 
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Quality 
Characteristic 

Efficiency 

Functionality 

Reliability 

Usability 

Maintainability 

Portability 

Efflciency 
Subcharacteristics 

Time Behavior 

Resource Utilization 

Compliance 
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Table IX 

Definition of Quality Characteristics 
Adapted from (ISOIIEC, 2001a) 

Definition 

The capabiiity of the software product to provide appropriate 
performance, relative to the amount of resources used, under 
stated conditions. 

The capability of the software product to provide functions 
which meet stated and implied needs when the software is 
used under specified conditions. 

The capability of the software product to maintain a specified 
leve! of performance when used under specified conditions 

The capability of the software product to be understood, 
learned, used and attractive to the user, when used under 
specified conditions. 

The capability of the software product to be modified. 
Modifications may include corrections, improvements or 
adaptation of the software to changes in environment, and in 
requirements and functional specifications. 

The capability of the software product to be transferred from 
one environment to another. 

Table X 

Definition of Efficiency Subcharacteristics 
Adapted from (ISO/IEC, 2001a) 

Definition 

The capability of the software product to provide appropriate 
response and processing times and throughput rates when 
performing its function, under stated conditions. 

The capability of the software product to use appropriate 
amounts and types of resources when the software performs 
its function under stated conditions. 

The capability of the software product to adhere to standards 
or conventions relating to efficiency. 
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Table Xi 

Definition of Functionality Subcharacteristics 
Adapted from (ISOIIEC, 2001 a) 

Furu:tionality 
Subcharacteristics 

Suitability 

Accuracy 

lnteroperability 

Security 

Compliance 

Reliability 
Subcharacteristics 

Maturity 

Fault Tolerance 

Recoverability 

Compliance 

Definition 

The capability of the software product to provide an 
appropriate set of functions for specified tasks and user 
objectives. 

The capability of the software product to provide the right or 
agreed results or effects with the needed degree of precision. 

The capability of the software product to interact with one or 
more specified systems. 

The capability of the software product to protect information 
and data so that unauthorized persons or systems cannot 
read or modify them and authorized persons or systems are 
not denied access to them. 

The capability of the software product to adhere to standards, 
conventions or regulations in laws and similar prescriptions 
relating to functionality. 

Table Xli 

Definition of Reliability Subcharacteristics 
Adapted from (ISOIIEC, 2001a) 

Definition 

The capability of the software product to avoid failure as a 
result of faults in the software. 

The capability of the software product to maintain a specified 
leve! of performance in cases of software faults or of 
infringement of its specified interface. 

The capability of the software product to re-establish a 
specified level of performance and recover the data directly 
affected in the case of a failure. 

The capability of the software product to adhere to standards, 
conventions or regulations relating to reliability. 

Table Xlii 
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Usability 
Subcharacteristics 

Understandability 

leamability 

Operability 

Attractive ness 

Definition of Usability Subcharacteristics 
Adapted from (ISO!iEC, 2001 a) 

Definition 

The capability of the software product to enable the user to 
understand whether the software is suitable, and how it can 
be used for particular tasks and conditions of use. 

The capability of the software product to enable the user to 
leam its application. 

The capability of the software product to ena ble the user to 
operate and control it. 

The capability of the software product to be attractive to the 
user. 
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Compliance The capability of the software product to adhere to standards, 

Maintainability 

conventions, style guides or regulations relating to usability. 

Table XIV 

Definition of Maintainability Subcharacteristics 
Adapted from (ISO/IEC, 2001 a) 

Subcharacteristics Definition 

The capability of the software product to be diagnosed for 
Analyzability deficiencies or causes of fa il ures in the software, or for the 

parts to be modified to be identified. 

Changeability The capability of the software product to ena ble a specified 
modification to be implemented. 

Stability The capability of the software product to avoid unexpected 
effects from modifications of the software. 

Testability 
The capability of the software product to enable modified 
software to be validated. 

Compliance 
The capability of the software product to adhere to standards 
or conventions relating to maintainability. 
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Porlability 
Subcharacteristics 

Adaptability 

lnstallability 

Co-existence 

Replaceability 

Compliance 

Table XV 

Definition of Portability Subcharacteristics 
Adapted from (iSO/IEC, 2001a) 

Definition 

The capability of the software product to be adapted for 
different specified environments without applying actions or 
means other than th ose provided for this purpose for the 
software considered. 

The capability of the software product to be installed in a 
specified environment. 

The capability of the software product to co-exist with other 
independant software in a common environment sharing 
common resources. 

The capability of the software product to be used in place of 
another specified software product for the sa me purpose in 
the same environment. 

The capability of the software product to adhere to standards 
or conventions relating to portability. 
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Finally, Quality in Use is modeled in a different way than Internai and Extemal Quality. 

Figure 11 illustrates the two layer Quality in Use model composed of characteristics 

and quality measures. Table XV provides the definition of the characteristics. 

effectiveness 

Quality in 
Use 

productivity safety 

Figure 11 Quality in Use modei 
Adapted from (ISO/IEC, 2001 a) 

satisfaction 
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Quality in Use 
Characteristics 

Effectiveness 

Productivity 

Safety 

Satisfaction 

Table XVi 

Definition of Quality in Use Characteristics 
Adapted from (ISO/IEC, 2001a) 

Definition 

The capability of the software product to enable users to 
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achieve specified goals with accuracy and completeness in a 
specified context of use. 

The capability of the software product to ena ble users to 
expend appropriate amounts of resources in relation to the 
effectiveness achieved in a specified context of use. 

The capability of the software product to achieve acceptable 
leveis of risk of harm to people, business, software, property 
or the environ ment in a specified context of use. 

The capability of the software product to satisfy users in a 
specified context of use. 

Theoretically, Internai Quality, External Quality and Quality in Use are linked together 

with a predictive model7 . This is illustrated in Figure 12. 

7 Note that this discussion is about the concepts of Internai Quality, Extemal Quality and Quality and Use. The 
implementation of these concepts in !SO/IEC 9126 will be discussed below. 
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Figure 12 Relationships between the different aspects of quality 
Adapted from (ISOIIEC, 2001 a) 
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This prediction relationship states that user quality needs should first be established 

and specified using the Quality ln Use model. From these requirements as weil as other 

sources, External Quality requirements should be established using the External 

Quality model. Finaiiy, the Internai Quality requirements should be constructed from the 

External Quality requirements and other sources. Once the requirements are 

established and software construction is under way, the quality mode! can be used to 

predict the overall quality. For example, measurement of Internai Quality can be useful 

in predicting Externat Quality. Likewise, measurement of External Quality can be useful 

in predicting Quality in Use. 

The above paragraphs describe the ideal theoretical mode! that links these three 

aspects of quality. However, in reality, no mode! may claim to follow perfectly this 

predictive mode!. Although the ISO/IEC 9126 mode! foilows this approach closely, no 

daims are made as to the real predictive power of the model. While the links between 
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Internai and External Quality seem rather obvious because the models are essentially 

the same, caution must be exercised. While the name of the characteristics and 

subcharacteristics are the same, the links between Internai and External Quality must 

be verified empirically. The same reasoning applies to the links between Extemal 

Quality and Quality in Use. 

2.4.2 Discussion and evaluation 

The new version of ISOIIEC 9126 is gammg momentum in the industry. Sorne 

corporate quality models, for example MITRE's SQAE (Martin & Shaffer, 1996), are 

beginning a migration from a mode! based on McCall's and Boehm's research to one 

based on ISOIIEC 9126 (Côté, Suryn, Martin & Laporte, 2004a; Côté, Suryn, Martin & 

Laporte, 2004b; Côté, Suryn, Laporte & Martin, 2005). This new version of ISO!IEC 

9126 is thus seen as an improvement upon the older quality models. 

it is interesting to see how the three aspects of quality defined above can be directly 

linked to the perspectives of quality that were outlined in section 2. More specifically: 

" ISO/IEC 9126-4, which defines Quality in Use, is directly related to the user and 

value-based perspectives. The definition of the user perspective of quality 

states that it is concerned with the appropriateness of a product for a given 

context of use. Quality in Use is defined as the capability of the software 

product to enable specified users to achieve specified goals in specified 

contexts of use. The relationship between the two is clear. Quality in Use and 

the value based perspective of quality are linked essentially through the 

Satisfaction characteristic. This characteristic inherently recognizes that quality 

can have a different meaning and/or value for different stakeholders. 

Satisfaction levels can thus be set according to those levels of perception. 

" ISO/IEC 9126-3, which defines Internai Quality, and ISO/IEC 9126-2, which 

defines External Quality, are directly related to both the manufacturing and 

product perspectives. The definitions of the quality characteristics Functionality 

and Reliability can be linked with the manufacturing perspective of quality. 

Reliability, Usability, Efficiency, Maintainability and Portability are ali inherent 
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characteristics of the product and a manifestation of the product perspective of 

quality. 

Qualityin 
Use 

Value-based 
perspective 

External 
Quality 

Internai 
Quality 

Manufacturing perspective 

Figure 13 Relationships between ISO/IEC 9126 and the perspectives 
of quality 

From the review of the different quality models, one might point out that none seem to 

address the transcendantal perspective of quality. One might even ask the following 

pertinent question: Does iSO/IEC 9126 address the transcendantal perspective of 

quality? Recall that the transcendantal perspective of quality relates to quality as 

something that is recognized but not defined. At this point, the following hypothesis will 

be made: 

As the transcendental perspective of quality cannot lbe defined, it cannot be 

explicitly implemented in a software product. However, the transcendental aspect 

of quality will emerge when a holistic approach to quality engineering is ta ken. 

This mode! seems to recognize ali the perspectives of quality as important contributors 

to the overall assessment of quality. lt takes an incrementai approach to software 

quality that begins with Quality in Use, something that is easy to grasp for non-technical 

stakeholders, and ends with Internai Quality, something more technically inclined 

stakeholders wm feel more comfortable with. Furthermore, there is a comprehensive set 

of suggested measures that allow for the assessment of software quality. 
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2.4.3 Conclusion 

Table XVII 

Evaluation of ISO/IEC 9126 

Mode! selection question Answer 

Gan the framework be used by YES. ISOIIEC 9126 implicitly suggests that 
stakeholders to set quality factors requirements engineering should begin by 
early in a systems lifecycle? specifying quality in use needs. As these needs 

are rather high leve!, at least compared to 
external and Internai Quality needs, they can be 
specified early in the lifecycle. This is supported 
by Figure 12. 

Gan the established quality YES. ln theory, by following a quality 
requirements based on the mode/ specification process based on the one 
be effective/y communicated to the illustrated in Figure 12, high leve! needs can be 
technical personnel? decomposed into more specifie external and 

Internai Quality needs th at can be understood by 
technical personnel. 

ls it possible to identify measures YES. ISOIIEC 9126 contains more than 100 
related to the establishment of measures. This seems to indicate a positive 
quality factors and quality answer to this question. 
subfactors? 

At first glanee, this mode! seems to be the only one to fully satisfy the requirements that 

were previously established for a model to be suitable for a top to bottom approach to 

quality engineering. This conclusion is based on an assessment of what is stated in 

ISO/IEC 9126-1. Before selecting this mode! as a foundation of quality engineering, a 

more thorough analysis is needed. 

! 
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CHAPTER3 

ISOIIEC 9126 AS A fOUNDATION fOR QUAUTY ENGINEERING 

The previous analysis of the text of ISO/IEC 9126 showed that this standard is a 

promising foundation for Quality Engineering. Ac:cording to the text of the standard, it 

can indeed be used to specify quality requirements early in the lifec:yc:le as weil as be 

useful throughout the rest of the lifecycie. Before asserting that this standard is a solid 

foundation for Quality Engineering, the claims made in the text must be verified. This 

chapter presents the methodology and the results of such a verification. 

Before proceeding with the analysis, its scope must be defined. ISO/IEC 9126 is a 

complex multi-part standard. As it was argued before, most quality models implicitly and 

explicitly support a bottom to top approach because of their measure orientation. 

ISO/IEC 9126 is not different it this matter, since it offers more than 100 measures. 

What seems more important to evaluate is the ability of !SO/IEC 9126 to be useful from 

top to bottom (i.e. at the beginning of the software development life cycle). Figure 12 on 

page 40 clearly illustrates that the entry point in a top to bottom approach lies in a 

definition of the Quality in Use requirements. The second step in such an approach is to 

verity how the Quality in Use needs can influence the definition of External Quality 

requirements. The ability of ISO/IEC 9126 to be useful in these first two steps is crucial 

to its ability of being a solid foundation to Software Quality Engineering. Such an 

analysis already requires a considerable effort. Therefore, the study of External Quality, 

Internai Quality and the links between Extemal Quality and Internai Quality are beyond 

the scope of this research. 

3.1 Analysis methodology 

ISO/IEC 9126-1 (ISO/IEC, 2001a) states that the quality model and its associated 

measures should fulfill the following requirements: 

1. The mode! must be usa ble in "defining quality requirements." (page iv, paragraph 

3) 

2. The mode! must be "applicable to every ki nd of software." (page 1, paragraph 3) 
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3. The mode! must "provide consistent terminology" (page 1, paragraph 3) 

4. The quality mode! must be usable for setting quality goals for software products 

and intermediate products." (page 6, paragraph 8) 

5. The mode! should be "hierarchical!y decomposed into a quality mode/ composed 

of characteristics and subcharacteristics." (page 6, paragraph 8) 

6. The mode! must be predictive. This means that Internai Quality should be 

predictive of Extemal Quality. Ukewise, Extemal Quality must be predictive of 

quality in use. (page 3, figure 2 and page 4, figure 3) 

7. Conformance to the mode! shall be judged either by the usage of the 

characteristics and subcharacteristics or by a mapping to those characteristics 

and subcharacteristics. (page 2, clause 2) The mode! must therefore be 

exhaustive enough to provide the user with a thorough selection or to provide an 

unambiguous mapping. 

If the model and the associated measures fulfill these stringent requirements, this 

model would indeed be a suitable one on which to base a quality engineering 

methodology. Therefore, the following questions will be thoroughly answered to verify 

the implementation of these requirements in the standard: 

1. Can the quality mode! and its measures be used to thoroughly set quality 

requirements at the beginning ofthe lifecycle? (from points 1 and 4) 

2. Are the quality model and its measures exhaustive and hierarchical? (from points 

1, 2, 4, 5 and 7) 

3. Can the External Quality model be used as a prediction of the actual Quality in 

Use? ln other words, is there an unambiguous mapping between the Extemal 

and Quality in Use models? (from point 6) 

An answer to the questions presented above lies in a thorough analysis of the 

measures associated with the Quality in Use model. The results of this analysis will be 

presented first. 
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3.2 Analysis of the measures of Quality in Use 

This ana!ysis of the measures will be used to answer the three questions that were 

asked in the previous section. Therefore, they must generate enough data for the 

answers to be credible. 

The following four angles are used to answer the first and third question: 

" The relative impact of the measure will first be anaiyzed. The IEEE (1998) 

defines the impact as an "indication of whether a metric can be used to alter or 

hait the projecf'. The impact can a iso be analyzed by as king the following 

question: "Can the measure be used to indicate deficient software quality?" A 

measure that has low or average impact will not be a useful Quality in Use 

measure. 

• The second angle to be analyzed will be the approximate cost of applying the 

measure and using it as a requirement. A measure that has a prohibitive cost 

will not be widely usable as a foundation for quality engineering. 

" For each measure, the following question will be answered: "Can this measure 

be used to thoroughly set quality goals and requirements?" if a measure cannot 

be used to thoroughly set quality requirements, then it cannot be used for 

software quality engineering as defined in this thesis. 

" Finally, the fitness of the measure in the predictability mode! proposed by 

ISO/IEC 9126-1 (see Figure 12) will be assessed on a measure by measure 

basis by answering the following questions: "Which, if any, Extemal Quality 

characteristics and subcharacteristics may predict the value of this measure?" 

lt is important to note that the goal of this analysis is not to prove that links do 

exist between Extemal Quaiity and Quality in Use, but rather that such links 

may exist under certain conditions. If a measure does not fit into the predictive 

mode!, then it will be difficult to define Extemal Quality requirements from the 

Quality in Use model, making software quality engineering more difficult. 

The links between the questions and the angles will now be explained. 
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The first question deals with the usefulness of the measure at the beginning of the fife 

cycle. ln order for a measure to be useful, it needs to have sufficient impact and have 

an acceptable cost. This is dealt with the first and second angles. ln order for a 

measure to be useful at the beginning of the fife cycle in needs to be useful in setting 

quality goals and requirements, which is one of the first activities performed in the 

software !ife cycle. The third angle is concemed with answering this part of the 

question. 

The third question, which deals with predictability, is unambiguously answered by the 

data generated from analyzing the fourth angle. 

The second question, which de~ls with completeness, can not be answered by looking 

only at the measures. This question will be answered by comparing the mode! to other 

quality models. 

The suitability of each measure will be rated qualitatively according to the following 

scale: 

.. N : The measure is considered to be non-applicable. Such a grade is given 

when the measure is clearly lacking with respect to at !east one of the analysis 

angle described above. 
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" C : The applicability of the measure is conditional. Such a grade is given when 

the measure is conceptually applicable but could still be improved with respect 

to a number of angles. 

" A: The measure is considered to be applicable. Such a grade is given when 

there are no obstacles to using this measure. 

Measure 
applicability 

Lacki.ng with respect to Impact, 
IP}--..,.cost, U sability or Predictability. 

r--__......._Needs improvement to be 
generally applicable. 

Applicable with respect to Impact, 
}-----.... Cost, U sability and Predictability. 

Figure 15 Possible measure ratings 

Because the results of the analysis of the measures are quite voluminous, they are 

presented as an appendix to this document (Appendix 1 -Analysis of ISO/IEC 9126-4 

Quality ln Use Measures). 

The results of the anaiysis are presented in summary form in Table XVIII. 
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Table XVIII 

ISO/IEC 9126-4's suitability for Quality Engineering 

Effectiveness 

Task Effectiveness 

Task Completion 

Error Frequency 

Productivity 

TaskTime 

Task Efficiency 

Economie Productivity 

Productive Proportion 

Relative User Efficiency 

Safety 

User Health and Safety 

Safety of People ... 

Economie Damage 

Software Damage 

Satisfaction 

Satisfaction Scale 

Satisfaction Questionnaire 

Discretionary Usage 

:>. c 
>. ~ 0 ...... 
~ :.a "ii) 0 -CG 00 :0 ro ::l 

0.. 0 0 0 
E ü ro 

00 i5 c 
:::.> ~ 0 

!l. ü 

c A N A N 

A A C/N8 A Clr~8 

c A c A c 

A A C/A9 A N/A9 

A A N A N 

c A N A N 

A c A A A 

c A A A A 

A c A c c 
A c A A A 

c c A A c 
c c A A c 

A c c A c 
A A A A A 

c c c A c 
Legend: 

N stands for Non-applicable 
C stands for Conditiona! applicability 
A stands for Applicable 
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Of the 15 measures that are proposed by ISO/IEC 9126-4, 3 or10 4 were found to be 

clearly non applicable. On the other end, between 4 and 6 measures are clearly 

applicable and fulfili the goals of the quality mode! expressed in ISO/IEC 9126-1 as 

8 This measure is condilionally applicable when the tasks are not composed of multiple goals. 
9 Would be applicable with minor modifications 
10 See footnotes 8 to 9 for an explanalion. 
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evaluated by the criteria outline previously. The majority of the measures, between 5 

and 8, have a conditional applicability. 

Most of the time, the appiicability is conditional because the measure has been judged 

unsuitable for expressing quality goals and requirements. While ISOIIEC 9126-4 is 

clearly the best hope as a foundation for software quality engineering, it is not sufficient. 

For example, the measure Task Effectiveness was judged to be non applicable 

because it lacked usability for expressing quality goals and requirements. The purpose 

of this measure is to evaluate the proportion of the goals of the task that is achieved 

correctly. 1t is applied as a user test described by the following equation: 

M 1 =Il-L A,j , where each A is a proportional value of each missing or incorrect 

component in the task output. ISO/IEC 9126-4 provides the following clarifications 

conceming the application of this measure: 

"Each potential missing or incomplete component is given a weight A; 
based on the extent to which it detracts from the value of the output to the 
business or user. (If the sum of the weights exceeds 1, the metric is 
normal/y set to 0, although this may indicate negative outcomes and 
potential safety issues.) The scoring scheme is refined iterative/y by 
applying it to a series of task outputs and adjusting the weights until the 
measures obtained are repeatable, reproducible and meaningful." 

This measure can clearly be used to indicate deficient software quality. However, it 

might be difficult to set a threshold for quality (for example: "- a value below x indicates 

low quality"). This measure can be applied to almost any kind of software, as ali 

software must in the end accompiish a task, and most tasks can be decomposed into a 

set of goals. The analysis of this measure found that there are at least two reasons 

which complicate the task of using this measure for setting quality goals and 

requirements: 

1. First, it is difficult to set a threshold separating suffident quaiity from 

insufficient quality. The reason for this is that the standard specifies that the 

sum of the A; must not necessariiy equal 1. The consequence of this is that 

the measure is unbounded. Although the standard specifies that negative 
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results are normalized to 0, such results are the only clear indication of 

insufficient quality. 

2. The second possible obstacle to the usability of this measure is the suggestion 

that the scoring scheme be refined iteratively. The standard specifies that the 

"scoring scheme is refined iterative/y by applying it to a series of task outputs 

and adjusting the weights until the measures obtained are repeatable, 

reproducible and meaningful". By requiring that the measure use task outputs 

for adjusting the weights, it makes it difficult to use this measure before task 

outputs are available. ln the phase of requirements definition, expectations for 

the measure would have to be based on an expert's judgment or statistical 

data (if avaiiable/applicable). ln sorne cases, either could prove inaccurate. lt 

is doubtful that software contractors would agree to having such a clause 

based on such a measure in a contract. 

Because the usability of this measure relies on too many conditions, it is at the very 

least difficult to use this measure as a quality goal or a requirement. 

The situation can be improved by reformulating the measure and explaining it properly. 

By trying to be too concise, the standard obfuscates the usefulness of this measure. 

The standard should first state that each task that a software product must accomplish 

should be decomposed into goals. The accomplishment of those goals, whether partial 

or complete, should result in the success of the task. Each goal (G) should be given a 

value representing the approximate percentage of the task (PG) that is attained when 

the goal is accomplished. The sum of those percentages should be 100%. Sorne of the 

goals might be marked as "essentiaf', meaning that failure to accomplish those goals 

wm result in 0% task effectiveness. The task effectiveness could be measured by the 

fo!lowing sum: 

L P 0 , When all essential goals are attained 
TE=task 

0%, Otherwise 

A threshold for acceptable quality can then be set on a task by task basis by 

determining which goals : 
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" are essential 

" are desirable 

., are "niceto have" 

This classification can be made from many perspectives: user, business, economie, etc. 

The target task effectiveness is the sum of the perœntages associated to the essential 

and desirable goals. The task effectiveness can then be analyzed for many users and 

meaningful conclusions can be drawn from its application. 

The results of these proposed changes may be considered essential as: 

" The impact of the measure is now very important. Each task that falls below the 

target task effectiveness has an unacceptable level of quality. 

" The cost of the application remains negligible . 

.. The scoring scheme does not need to be refined iteratively anymore. The 

percentages associated to each goal are not even really important. They only 

help in quantifying the contribution of each goal. 

., The usage of this measure will help stakeholders define a clear acceptance 

criterion on a task by task basis. 

Implementation of these changes wou Id radiate positively throughout the Quality in Use 

model because many other measures depend on this one. For example, it would help 

defining a clear acceptance for tasks that are composed of multiple goals and thus 

make the task completion measure generally applicable. 

Appendix 2 proposes a set of enhancements similar to the one presented above that 

makes the proposed measures of ISO/IEC 9126 suitable for thoroughly setting quaiity 

goals and requirements at the beginning of the lifecycle. References to ISO/IEC 9126-4 

measures beyond this point refer to these enhanced measures. Appendix 3 shows that 

it is possible to express these changes in a concise language and format similar to the 

ISOIIEC 9126 standard. 
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The three questions that led to this analysis can now be answered, based on this 

improved standard. 

3.3 ISO/IEC 9126 and Requirements Engineering 

The first question that was asked was: 

Gan the quality mode! and its measures be used to thoroughly set quality 
requirements at the beginning of the lifecycle? 

Figure 12 illustrated that it is indeed the goal ofthe quality model proposed by ISO/IEC 

9126-1 to be useful early in the software engineering lifecycle as a mean for 

determining quaiity requirements. However, this quality prediction framework relies 

heavily on the Quality in Use madel as the entry point by which user quality needs can 

be specified. lt has been shawn that while the madel itself is suitable for software 

quality engineering, the measures associated to the madel focus on a posteriori use 

(i.e. they are biased toward usage at the end of the lifecycle and of little use for 

specifying quality requirements). For example, the measures Task Effectiveness, Task 

Completion, Error Frequency, Task Time, Task Efficiency, Economie Productivity, 

Satisfaction Scale and Discretionary Usage were found to be non-applicable or of 

conditional applicability with respect to usability as a goal or requirement. This 

represents 8 out of 15 measures. 

The enhancements proposed in Appendix 2 and 3 aim to correct this situation. 

The ability ISOIIEC 9126-4 to express quality goals and define quality requirements at 

the beginning of the iifecycie can be improved if the enhancements proposed in 

Appendix 2 and 3 are implemented. 
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3.4 ISO/IEC 9126 and the e:xhaustiveness criterion 

The second question that was asked was: 

Are the quality mode! and its measures exhaustive and hierarchical? 

First of ail, there is no doubt that the model proposed in ISO/IEC 9126-1 is hierarchical. 

Figures 10 and 11 dearly mustrate that fact. Recall that the Internai and External 

Quality model is composed of an orthogonal11 three-layer hierarchy and the Quality in 

Use is composed of an orthogonal two-layer hierarchy. 

As for its exhaustiveness, the Internai and External Quality rnodel proposes 27 

subcharacteristics that spawn over 6 characteristics. lt is difficult to judge the 

exhaustiveness based on this data alone since new aspects of Internai and Extemal 

Quality could be discovered. However, the model seems to cover most of the aspects 

encountered in the study of other quality models. With respect to exhaustiveness, it is 

important to note that more than 1 00 measures are associated to the 

subcharacteristics. However, preliminary results from another ongoing research at 

l'École de Technologie Supérieure (Berrazouane, 2004) indicates that there are sorne 

concems as to the validity of these measures. One of the main reported concern is that 

sorne of the measures are outdated and inapplicable to current software development 

techniques. 

On the other hand, the Quality in Use model is much more concise. While it satisfies 

the hierarchicai decomposition criteria, the exhaustiveness requirement is more difficult 

to evaluate because the mode! is composed of four characteristics and 15 measures. If 

it is taken into account that the set of measures associated to the Quality in Use model 

is sufficient to heip uncover requirements about almost every Extemal Quality 

characteristics, then it is possible to answer this question affirmatively. This will be 

demonstrated in the following section. However, it is interesting to note that another 

ongoing research at Concordia's Human Centered Software Engineering Group 

(Seffah, Kececi & Donyaee, 2001) has identified other components of usability and 

Quality in Use that are not addressed by ISOIIEC 9126-4, namely characteristics such 

11 Orthogonality in this case means !hat there is a one to one relationship between ali the layers (i.e. Each measure is 
associated to only one sub-characteristic, which is in turn associated to only one characteristic). 
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as Efficiency, lntemationability and Accessibility. ln this respect, the exhaustiveness of 

the Quality in Use model could be improved. 

3.5 ISO/iEC 9126 as a predictive model 

The third and final question was: 

Gan the Extemal Quality mode! be used as a prediction of the actual 
Quality in Use? ln other words, is there an unambiguous mapping between 
the Extemal and Quality in Use models? 

The following figure, taken from ISO!IEC 9126-1 (ISO/IEC 2001a), confirms that it is 

indeed a goal of the mode! to be useful in a predictive manner (as opposed to being 

used in a predictive manner). 

User quality 
needs 

Ex te mal 
quality 

requirement 

Internal 
quality 

requirement 

use and · teedliack- ..... 

· 'Validation- .... 

verifieation .... 

Quality in use 

A 

indic a tes 

External quality 

A 

in di< a tes 

Internai quality 

Figure 16 Predictive nature of quality 
Quality in Use may be used to specify parts of Extemal Quality. 
On the other hand, an evaluation of External Quality should be 

indicative of Qua!ity in Use. 
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However, neither 180/IEC 9126-1, 180/IEC 9126-2 nor 180/IEC 9126-4 specify the 

links between Quality in Use and External Quality. The analysis of the 180/IEC 9126-4 

measures presented in Appendix 1 allows links to be drawn between the two models. A 

summary is presented below. 
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Table XIX 

Links from Quality in Use to Extemai Quality 

Quality in Use en c >. (!) ~ >. c >. 2:;- (!) (!) (1.) 
en 0 0 E 

..... 0 0 0> "ffi 
.._ 

(!) 
~ 

c c ·:;; :.e c J!:! (!) ro ïli c (1.) F (!) ts (1.) ro 0.. E 
(.) c 

~ 0.. ::1 ·o 0 ·o Cl) Cl) c 
0" ..l<": ::1 0.. 0 ro 

E en !E 0 !E (!) Cl c 0 ts ~ ~ 
"0 "0 0 ~ 0 w e ,_ w c 0.. 

& 0 u.. 0... ..... ro ..... (.) u (1.) ..l<": 0.. .Ë t Cl) (!) (!) 
:5 0 J!! ::1 w ..l<": g ~ 

(.) > en 2:;- 0 a Cl) .Ë ts ::) (ij .la ..l<": 
~ J!:! c -ro en w (!) 0 c 

~ 
0 ::1 ~ I ro (.) (/) 0 c "0 (/) w ts 0 e ~ ..... 
(.) (1) J!! w 0.. Qi en 

::) en 
0::: ~ 

Cl) 

External Quality 

Functicmality 

Suitability x12 x x x 
Accuracy x x x x 
lnteroperability 

Security 

Functionality Compliance 

Reliability 

Maturity x 
Fault Tolerance x 
Recoverability x 
Reliability Compliance 

Usability 

Understandability x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
leamability x x x 
Operability x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Attractive ness x x 
Usability Compliance 

Efficiency 

Time Behavior x x x x x 
Resource Utilization x x x 
Efficiency Compliance 

12 An X means that there is a potential link. The strength of the link could be verified empirically and vary depending on 
the context of use. 
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Table XIX (continued) 

Quality in Use (/) c ~ ID >. ~ c ~ ~ 
ID ID ~ (/) 0 E 0 ·s; 0 rn rn (!) 

~ 
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F 
c :e c ID 00 0 ëii c (!) ID i3 0 ID ro 0.. E (/) c 

ID 0.. ::::! "ü "ü (/) c > o- ..l<: ::1 0.. 0 ro c 0 
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en lE u e lE u (1.) 0 
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0 .!!! ::::! w ::tt. g ~ 
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~ 
0 ::::! Q) 

I ro (.) (/) 0 c "0 > (/) w i3 0 e ~ ..... 
(.) ID J!! w CL (i) en 

0::: => en 
~ 
(/) 

Externat Quality 

Maintainability 

Analyzability x x 
Changeability x x 
Stability x x 
Testability x x 
Maintainability Compiianœ 

Portability 

Adaptability x 
lnstallabiiity x 
Co-existence x 
Replaceability x 
Portability Compliance 

Note: A/most ail Extemal Quality characteristics can be related to the Satisfaction Scale 

and the Satisfaction Questionnaire, depending on their contents. On/y the most 

important relationships are shown. 

From the results presented in the table, it is possible to observe that with the exception 

of ali the Compliance subcharacteristics, only the fnteroperability and Security 

subcharacteristics are not c:learly associated with Quality in Use (other than loosely with 

the Satisfaction Scale or Satisfaction Questionnaire characteristics). 

Figure 16 highlights the duality of the relationship between Extemal Quality and Quality 

in Use. The first part of this relationship is the influence of Qua!ity in Use requirements 
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in uncovering External Quality requirernents. The second part of the relationship is the 

ability of External Quality to be predictive of Quality in Use. These two aspects are 

intrinsically linked. There is no doubt that if meaningful Quality in Use requirements are 

uncovered, they will help uncover Extemal Quality requirements. For example, one oniy 

has to look at the definitions of Suitability (Table Xl), Accuracy (Table Xl), 

Understandability (Table Xlii) and Operability (Table Xm) to conclude that they are a 

prerequisite of proper Task Effectiveness. Evaluation of Suitability, Accuracy 

Understandability and Operability requirements derived from the Task Effectiveness 

requirement should therefore result in a predicted Quality in Use. Whether this 

prediction reflects reality will be dependent on how many other factors influence the 

required Task Effectiveness (i.e. Task Effectiveness is not only dependent on Extemal 

Quality). Meeting the Extemal Quality requirements is a necessary but not sufficient 

condition for attaining the Quality in Use requirements. Therefore, Extemal Quality is 

predictive of Quality in Use in the sense that if the Extemal Quality requirements are 

not met, attaining the necessary Quality in Use should not be possible. 

ln conclusion, there is no doubt that there exists a relationship between External 

Quality and Quality in Use. lt has been shown that a possible manifestion of this 

relationship could be in links between the measures of Quality in Use and the 

subcharacteristics of External Quality. Unfortunately, this relationship is not 

unambiguous (i.e. it is not explicitly specified in the standard). 

3.6 Conclusion 

This deeper analysis of the model has shown that ISO 9126 model is indeed applicable 

with respect to the criteria outlined in the IEEE Standard for a Software Quality Metrics 

Methodology for a top to bottom approach to quality engineering. However there are 

serious concerns with the measures associated to the mode! with respect to usability 

for specifying quality goals and requirements. Although the situation can be improved if 

the modifications outlined in Appendix 2 and 3 are made, this will be further discussed 

in the following section. 
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DISCUSSION 

The primary objective of this research was to identify a quality mode! that can serve as 

a basis for the improvement of software quality in a continuous, systematic, disciplined 

and quantifiable way. ln order to accomplish this objective, a pyramid like approach has 

been followed(Figure 17). 

Figure 17 Pyramid-like approach 

The rationale for following such an approach was to build a solid base for the 

recommendations. Each storey of this pyramid will now be reviewed . 

.. The purpose of the literature review was to define the notion of quality in 

software engineering as weil as establish premises on which the rest of the 

thesis would rely. 

A proper definition of quality is essential for analyzing and selecting a quality 

model, as it will provide a foundation for comparison and evaluation. lnstead of 

relying on a narrow and traditional definition such as "Quality is conformance to 

requirements", it was elected to use a broad definition based on the teachings 

of David Garvin. This definition sees quality as a combination of 5 perspectives: 

transcendantal, user, manufacturing, product and value-based. This broad 

definition includes the narrower definition. The advantage of using such a 

broad definition is that it allows for a wide-reaching evaluation. 
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The premises which sustain this thesis can be seen as ramifications of this 

definition. lt was first stated that a possible part of the solution to improving 

software quality in generai was to establish quality requirements. This is a 

sensible suggestion, as it is impossible to improve something which is not 

defined. The second premiss stated that a possible reason that quality 

requirements are not established today is because no quality model has been 

identified as suitable for this purpose. The third and fourth premises establish 

requirements that such a madel should fulfill. Namely, a quality madel suitable 

for software quality engineering should be congruous with the definition of 

quality and support both the evaluation and specification of quality 

requirements. Congruence is necessary for the madel to be broadly applicable. 

Support for bath evaluation and specification is primordial for the activity to be 

considered as an engineering discipline. These last two premises are sensible 

requirements for a model to fulfill and form a solid foundation to the search for 

a suitable quality model. 

• The second step in this approach was to identify the quality models recognized 

by the industry and select the one that was the most promising foundation to 

Software Quality Engineering for further analysis. The literature review 

established that an essential characteristic for a madel to be suitable for 

Software Quality Engineering is to be usable bath in a bottom to top and a top 

to bottom approach. This characteristic is essential for the mode! to be useful in 

both specification and evaluation of software quality. lt was found in this 

preliminary analysis that the text of the ISO/IEC 9126 standard meets 

expectations with respect to the requirements for a madel to be used as a 

foundation for Software Quality Engineering. ISOIIEC 9126 was the only madel 

to meet these requirements. 

a The third step was to analyze the measures of ISO/IEC 9126-4 more in depth in 

arder to produce data for evaluating this standard's suitability for Software 

Quality Engineering. The reason for focusing on the Quality in Use model 

(ISO/IEC 9126-4) is because of it's importance in the top to botlom approach. 

lndeed, the Quality in Use madel is the entry point for specification of quality 
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needs and evaluation of Quality in Use informs the client if those requirements 

were met. 

ln order to generate data for the evaluation of the standard, four analysis 

angles were chosen. These angles are inspired from the IEEE standard on 

software quality metrics. 

The first angle was to anaiyze the impact of the measure. The impact of a 

measure relates to it's ability to discriminate good quality from bad quality. 

The second angle was to analyze the relative cost of the measure. Wh ile such 

a measure might have great scientific value, it will not be widely applicable as a 

foundation for quality engineering. 

The third angle was to analyze if a meaningful requirement could be set from 

the measure. As has been argued before, this is crucial for the model to be 

useful as a foundation for Software Quality Engineering. 

The fourth angle was to analyze the possibility of a relationship between the 

Quality in Use measures and External Quality. A relationship between a Quality 

in Use measure and External Quality characteristics and subcharacteristics is 

necessary for the requirements to be further decomposed into implementable 

elements. The goal was not to define the strength of the relationship between 

External Quality and Quality in Use, but rather to indicate where and why such 

links could exist. Defining the strength of links is beyond the scope of this 

research. 

While not exhaustive, these four angles form a sufficient set to reach a 

conclusion on the applicability of ISO/IEC 9126 as a foundation for Software 

Quality Engineering . 

.. The fourth and final step ieading to a conclusion on the suitability of ISO/IEC 

9126 as a foundation for Software Quality Engineering was to answer three 

questions that were deemed a sufficient requirement for the mode! to be 

suitable using the data produced during the analysis. The first question 
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addressed the ability of the model to be usable in setting quality requirements 

at the beginning of the lifecycle. The second question addressed the 

exhaustiveness of the mode!. The third and final question addressed the 

predictability of the mode!. 

This approach has led to the identification ISO/IEC 9126 as the best potential 

foundation for Software Quality Engineering according to the selection criteria. This 

result will be further analyzed in the following section. 

Analysis of the results 

The evaluation of ISO/IEC 9126 found that there is no question asto whether the intent 

of the standard (i.e. its text) is a suitable foundation for Software Quality Engineering. 

lndeed, section 3.1 of this thesis quoted severa! places where the standard indicates 

that it would be a suitable foundation. 

Unfortunately, verification of the implementation of this intent (i.e. the measures) 

indicates weaknesses that require improvements in order for the standard to be a 

foundation for Software Quality Engineering as defined in this thesis. These needed 

improvements are threefold: 

" Of the 15 measures proposed by the standard, 11 fail to be clearly applicable 

with respect to the selection criteria. Particularly, a majority of the measures fail 

to be clearly usable for setting meaningful quality requirements. As it has been 

discussed before, it is critical for measures to be usefui in this respect in order 

for the standard to be considered a solid foundation for Software Quality 

Engineering. 

.. The exhaustiveness of the standard for External and Internai Quality has been 

challenged in other studies. As for the Quality in Use model, other models on 

this specifie subject have introduced other characteristics that are not covered 

by ISO/IEC 9126-4. Exhaustiveness is not a problem per se if the mode! can 

easily be improved. However, ISO/IEC 9126 being an international standard 

must go through a lengthy modification process. 
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" As was discussed previously, it is impossible to universally prove the existence 

of links between Quality in Use and Extemal Quality. Empiricai verification is 

necessary for different contexts of use. One of the failings of the standard is 

that it does not specify where such links could exist, and how their existence 

could be establised for different contexts of use. 

The question that must be asked is: Are these three points enough to declare that 

ISO/IEC 9126 is an unsuitable foundation for Quality Engineering? 

The answer to this question is negative. Regardless of how many measures fail to meet 

expectations, they form an informative13 part of the standard. ln other words, their 

usage is not mandatory. The most important part is therefore the normative part of the 

standard. This part has been found to be suitable framework for Software Quality 

Engineering. 

However, this does not mean that the set of measures is not important. They should be 

seen as an important supportive element. ln their present state, this set is clearly 

lacking in its usability and its exhaustiveness. This thesis presents possible 

improvements to the ISO!IEC 9126-4 standard that aim to correct this situation. 

As for the existence of links between External Quality and Quality in Use, there is no 

doubt that they exist. ISO/IEC 9126 is a first and necessary step towards a truly usable 

predictive framework. Subsequent versions of the standard may, and should, reinforce 

this embryonic support for a predictive quality framework. 

13 Please refer to the footnote on page 33 for a discussion on the meaning of informational. 
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CONClUSION 

This thesis has foilowed a path that leads to the identification of iSO!IEC 9126 as a 

modei that is a suitable foundation for Software Quality Engineering. Although Software 

Quality Engineering is an emerging discipline, it is important because it recognizes the 

primordial significance of quality in Software Engineering and defines a systematic 

approach to achieve quality. Identification of a model suitab!e for this purpose is 

essential because such a model will be at the heart of a Software Quality Engineering 

methodology. 

lt was found through the analysis that ISO!IEC 9126's framework is clearly supportive 

of the idea of Software Quality Engineering: 

• lt recognizes the importance of both specifying and evaluating quality needs. 

" lt defines a predictive model that supports the top to bottom and the bottom to 

top approach to software quality. 

" lt wants to be applicable to every ki nd of software. 

The selected model is however far from perfect. The main grievance with the mode! is 

that the promises of the framework fa ii to materialize themselves in the software quality 

measures that support it. These weaknesses are particularly visible when looking at the 

failure of the majority of the measures to be clearly useful in specifying meaningful 

requirements. These failures have been thoroughly documented in Appendix 1. 

lmprovements that aim to correct this situation have been detailed in Appendix 2. 

This thesis has raised interesting and important questions that could be the subject of 

further research. First among these in the author's view is the need for a better 

elucidation of the links between Extemal Quality and Quality in Use. Whiie this thesis 

as hinted to links that could exist between these two aspects of quality, a more formai 

specification of the links for different contexts of use could lead to better CASE tools 

that thoroughly assist stakeholders uncover Extemal Quality requirements from Quality 

in Use needs. ln tum, stakeholders would be assisted in uncovering Internai Quality 

requirements from their Externai Quality needs. Such research could lead to 
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improvements that would reinforce ISO/IEC 9126's position as a solid foundation for 

Software Quality Engineering. Furthermore and more importantly, in today's world of 

complex software projects, such tools could prove crucial to improving software quality 

by helping stakeholders provide software that has the Quality in Use required by the 

users of the system and the External and Internai Quality characteristics necessary to 

provide this quality in specified contexts of use. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Three recommendations emanate from this research. 

" The first recommendation is to overhaul the measures of ISO/IEC 9126-4. This 

thesis can serve as a guide to improving the measures: 

" The reasons explaining why improvements are necessary are detailed in 

Appendix 1 . 

., Detailed improvements to the measures are presented in Appendix 2. 

.. Appendix 3 presents the measures in the tabular format adopted by 

ISO/IEC 9126. 

• The second recommandation is to compare each part of the ISO/IEC 9126 

standard (Internai Quality, Extemal Quality and Quality in Use) with quality 

models specifie to these aspects. For example, there exists in the literature 

models that are specifie to Quality in Use. These models usually express new 

ideas. Comparison with such models could help uncover areas not covered by 

ISO/IEC 9126, therefore improving its exhaustiveness and provide sorne new 

links between the different aspects of quality. 

" The third and final recommandation is to better eiucidate the links between the 

different aspects of quality. While this thesis has given hints as to where such 

links may exist, it is necessary for a wider applicability of the predictive 

framework that this existence be confirmed through empirical research. 
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ANAlYSIS Of ISOIIEC 9126-4 QUAUTY IN USE MEASURES 
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lask IEffectiveness 

Descripticm 
1 

Measure Name Task Effectiveness 

Purpose Measure the proportion of the goals of the task th at is 
achieved correctly. 

Application The measure is applied as a user test 

Ml=ll-LA;i 
Where each A is a proportional value of each missing or 
incorrect component in the task output. 

ISO 9126-4 further specifies: Each potential missing or 
incomplete component is given a weight Ai based on the 
extent to which it detracts from the value of the output to 
the business or user. (If the sum of the weights exceeds 
1, the metric is normally set to 0, although this may 
indicate negative outcomes and potential safety issues.) 
The scoring scheme is refined iteratively by applying it to 
a series of task outputs and adjusting the weights un til 
the measures obtained are repeatable, reproducible and 
meaninQful. 

Analysis 
1 

Impact This measure can clearly be used to indicate deficient 
software quality. However, it might be difficult to set a 
threshold for quaiity (for example, below x indicates low 
quality). 
This measure can be applied to al most any ki nd of 
software, as ail software must accomplish a task, and most 
tasks are composed of different goals. 

Cost of application The cast of data item collection neœssary for the 
application of this measure is negligible, as the collection 
can be integrated to the test phase. 
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Can this measure be used to At !east two elements make it difficult to use this measure 
thoroughly set quality goals as a quality goal or requirement: 

and requirements? . First of ail, it is difficult to set a threshold separating 
sufficient quality from insufficient quality. The reason 
for this is that the standard specifies that the sum of 
the Ai must not necessarily equal 1. The 
consequence of this is that the measure is 
unbounded. Although the standard specifies that 
negative results are normalized to 0, such results are 
the only clear indication of insufficient quality. . The second possible obstacle to the usability of this 
measure is the suggestion that the scoring scheme be 
refined iteratively. The standard specifies that the 
"scoring scheme is refined iteratively by applying it to 
a series of task outputs and adjusting the weights until 
the measures obtained are repeatable, reproducible 
and meaningful". By requiring that the measure use 
task outputs for adjusting the weights, it makes it 
difficult to use this measure before task outputs are 
available. If used as requirement, it would have to be 
based on an expert judgment or statistical data (if 
available/applicable). ln sorne cases, these might 
prove to be inaccurate. lt is doubtful that software 
contractors would agree to having a clause based on 
such a measure in a contract. 

Which, if any, Extemal Quality ln order to complete the goals of a task, the proper 
characteristics and Functionality must be present. There is therefore a 

subcharacteristics may strong link to suitability measures and to a fesser extent 
predict the value of this accuracy. 

measure? Usability is also critical. Measures from the 
understandability and operability subcharacteristics 
should therefore be predictive to a certain extent of the 
effectiveness. 

Conclusion 
1 

Discussion Although the cost of this measure seems negligible and it 
fits into the predictive mode!, it does not meet the 
requirement that it should be clearly usable in defining 
quality goals. 

Rating This measure is therefore non applicable. 
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Task Completion 

Description 
1 

Measure Name Task Compietion 

Purpose Measure the proportion of the tasks that are completed. 

Application The measure is applied as a user test: 
X=AIB 

Where: 
• Ais the number of tasks completed . B is the total number of tasks attempted 

ISO 9126-4 further notes: This metric can be measured 
for one user or a group of users. If tasks can be partially 
completed the Task effectiveness metric should be used. 

Analysis 
1 

Impact This measure can clearly be used to indicate deficient 
software quality. A low ratio implies that the users are unable 
to complete the tasks that the software was built to assist. 
This measurement could also be applied to mock-ups and 
prototypes in arder to quide the development team. 

Cost of application The cast of data item collection necessary for the application 
of this measure is negligible, as the collection can be 
integrated to the test phase. Such a test should usually be 
conducted as part of acceptance tests. 
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Can this measure be used to 
thoroughly set quality goals 

and requirements? 

Which, if any. Extemal Quality 
characteristics and 

subcharacteristics may 
predict the value of this 

measure? 

At first glanee, it is doubtful that a meaningful requirement 
could be set using this measure. A requirement based on 
such a measure could read as follows: 

"Task completion ratio shall be above 90%". 

This raises the foilowing concerns: 

• ls this a meaningful requirement? 
• Wouldn't a high ratio of task completion be implicitly 

expected of most software? 
• More importantly, are ali tasks given the same weight? 

72 

This last concern is of the utmost importance. This measure 
mixes and matches ali the tasks together. lt is doubtful that 
ail the tasks that a system must accomplish are of the same 
importance. The standard should therefore state that tasks 
should be weighted or that task completion should be 
measured on a task by task basis. 

However, the inclusion of such a requirement in a software 
requirements specification can be seen as a safety net 
against incompetence on the part of the supplier. lt may 
even force the supplier towards the good practice of close 
interaction with the end user. 

Lower expectations about this measure cou id also lower the 
initial cost of the software. tt could be developed faster with 
little communication with the end users. lt is important to 
point out that this is not considered a good practice, but it 
might be justifiable with respect to time and costs 
constraints. 

lt is important to note that the measure offers no guidance 
on what constitutes a completed task other than referring to 
the task effectiveness measure when tasks can be partially 
completed. Because the task effectiveness measure has 
been shown to be non-applicable, it will influence negatively 
the applicability of this measure when such situations arise. 
ln order to complete a task, the proper Functicmality must 
be present. There is therefore a strong link to suitability 
measures and to a lesser extent accuracy. 
Usability is aiso critical. Measures from the 
undlerstandlabiiity and operability subcharacteristics 
should therefore be predictive to a certain extent of the 
effectiveness. 
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Conclusiorn 1 

1 

Discussion The cast of applying this measure is negligible as it can be 
integrated to the test phase. To a certain extent, this 
measure can be used as quality goal and requirement in 
the simple case where there are few tasks. General 
applicability in this regard is conditional to reformulation 
and clarifications about the weighting problem. Finally, 
there are Extemal Quality characteristics and 
subcharacteristics that stand a good chance of having a 
predictive value. 
This measure fulfills almost ali the goals and objectives of 
ISO/IEC 9126 in the simple case where the tasks are 
simple and can either be accomplished or not. ln the case 
where tasks are complex and can be partially 
accompiished, the task effectiveness measure must be 
used. Since that measure has been shawn to be non-
applicable, it influences negatively the rating of this 
measure. 
For more information, refer to the evaluation of the task 
effectiveness measure. 

Rating This measure is considered of conditional applicability in 
simple cases where task can either be accomplished or 
not. 
lt is considered non-applicable in situations where tasks 
can be partially accomplished and must rely on the Task 
effectiveness measure. lmprovements to the Task 
effectiveness measure would reflect positively on the 
applicabilitv of this measure. 
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Error frequency 

Description l 
Measure Name Error Frequency 

Purpose Measure the frequency of errors. 

Application The measure is applied as a user test: 
X=AIT 

Where: . A is the number of errors made by the user 
e T is the time or number of tasks 

ISO 9126-4 further notes: This metric is oniy appropriate for 
making comparisons if errors have equal importance, or 
are weiQhted. 

Analysis 
1 

Impact This measure can clearly be used to indicate deficient 
software quality. A high value in X will indicate that users 
make a lot of errors while attempting to accomplish tasks. 
There are two possible interpretations of this measure, 
depending on the unit of T . When T is the amount of time, the result is the number of 

errors per unit of ti me. 
e When T is the number of tasks, the result is the number of 

errors per task. 
lntuitiveiy, it can be stated that the lower the result, the 
better the quality. However, it might be difficult to set a finite 
threshold to separate Qood quality from deficient quality. 

Cost of application The cost of data item collection necessary for the application 
of this measure is negiigible, as the collection can be 
inteQrated to the test phase. 
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Can this measure be used to The primary concem with the usability of this measure as a 
thoroughly set quality goals quality goal or requirement is that it seems to encourage 

and requirements? evaluating ali the tasks at once instead of one by one. 
Aithough the standard specifies that errors should be 
weighted, it is believed that it is not sufficient to establish 
clear goals and requirements. 

While the standard acknowledges that errors do not have 
the same importance, it fails to acknowledge that ali tasks 
do not have the same importance. This is of the upmost 
importance in the signification and interpretation of this 
measure and needs further discussion. While it might be 
important to know how many errors a user will make when 
performing a given task set, it is more important to know 
how many errors a user will make when performing a single 
given task. The standard could also clarify that tasks that are 
grouped together when evaluating the error frequency 
should be logicaily and functionally linked together. 

A secondary concern is the fact that this measure should be 
split into two seperate entities. This is because both the 
number of errors/unit of time and the number of errors/task 
are important. 

Which, if any, Extemal Quality Usability is critical to a low error frequency. Measures from 
characteristics and the understandability and operability subcharacteristics 

subcharacteristics may should therefore be predictive to a certain extent of the 
predict the value of this effectiveness. 

measure? 

Conclusion 
1 

Discussion Although the cost of applying this measure and its potential 
predictive value are satisfying, there are conditions to the 
usability of the Error Frequency measure in defining 
meaningful quality goals and requirements. Namely, 
clarifications 

Rating The applicability of this measure is therefore condlitional. 
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TaskTime 

DescriptitJtn 
1 

Measure Name 

PwptJse 

Application 

A.nalysis j 

Impact 

Cost of application 

Can this measure be used to 
thoroughly set quality goals 

and requirements? 

Which, if any, Extemal Quality 
characteristics and 

subcharacteristics may 
predict the value of this 

measure? 
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TaskTime 

Measure the ti me needed to complete a task. 

The measure is applied as a user test: 
X=Ta 

Where Ta is the task time. 

This measure can clearly be used to indicate deficient 
software quality if and only if there exists a reference task 
time to compare it with. As a standalone number, this 
measurement is meaningless as an indication of software 
quality. However, ISO/IEC misleads the reader into thinking 
that this number is very relevant by stating that "the smaller 
[the result], the better". A smaller task time does not indicate 
better quality; a task time closer to a target time is indicative 
of better quality. 
The cost of data item collection necessary for the application 
of this measure is negligible, as the collection can be 
integrated to the test phase. 
As is explained in the "impact" section, this measure is only 
useful if there is reference task ti me to compare it with. 
ISO/IEC 9126-4 states that the smaller the result, the better. 
While not false, this statement is misleading. lt would be 
better, and more useful as a quality requirement, if this 
measure were to be stated as follows: 

Where: 

Tm 
X=

Te 

• Tm is the measured task time 
e Te is the expected task time 

When used as a requirement, this forces the stakeholders to 
think about the time a task should take and the acceptable 
difference between the measured time and the reference 
time. Otherwise, the stakeholders are more likely to require 
a certain fixed task time without giving regards to variance 
between different users. 
Usability is critical to a low task time. Measures from the 
understandabiiity and operability subcharacteristics 
should therefore be predictive to a certain extent of the of 
the task time. 
Efficiency is also very important in this regard. The time 
behaviour measures will clearly be indicative of task ti me. 
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Conclusion 
1 

Discussion This measure can be used to indicate deficient quality (if 
used properly) at an acceptable cost. Furthermore, this 
measure fits into the predictive mode! proposed by ISO!IEC 
9126-1. 
The usability of this measure as a quality goal or 
requirement is however questionable without a reference or 
target task time. This could however easily be fixed by 
modifvinQ the definition of the measure. 

Rating This measure is non-applicable as is. However, it cou id 
easily be considered applicable with slight modifications. 
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Task Efficiency 

Description 1 

Measure Name 

Purpose 

Application 

Analysis 
1 

Impact 

Cost of application 

Task Efficiency 

Measure how efficient the users are. 

This measure is applied as a user test: 
X=MJIT 

Where: 
• M 1 is the task effectiveness ( see task effectiveness 

measure) 
• T is the task time 
ISO/IEC 9126-4 further notes: Task efficiency measures 
the proportion of the goal achieved for every unit of time. 
A high value indicates that a high proportion of the task is 
achieved in a small amou nt of ti me. lt enables 
comparisons to be made, for example between fast errer
prone interfaces and slow easy interfaces. 
If Task completion has been measured, task efficiency 
can be measured as Task completion/task time. This 
measures the proportion of users who were successful 
for every unit of time. A high value indicates a high 
proportion of successful users in a small amount of time. 

A large value of X will theoretically correlate with high 
software quality. Therefore, this measure could be used to 
indicate deficient quality if the task efficiency is not 
satisfying. 
The cost of applying the measure is negligible, as it uses 
data items collected in other measures. 

78 
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Can this measure be used to 
thoroughly set quality goals 

and requirements? 

Which, if any, Extemal Quality 
characteristics and 

subcharacteristics may 
predict the value of this 

measure? 

Conclusion 
1 

Discussion 

Rating 
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This measure fails to be useful in setting quality goals and 
requirements. The reason for this is that it is very difficult to 
state that task efficiency should be greater than a certain 
value if 
e No target task time has been set. 
e No target value for task effectiveness has been set. As it 

has been seen previously, it is questionable that a specifie 
goal could be set for task effectiveness (in its current 
state). This makes this measure inapplicable for setting 
quality goals and requirements. 

Furthermore, the units of X (undefined value ltime) make 
this measure difficult to interpret and use. 
Since this is a derived measure, the same characteristics 
and subcharacteristics that were predictive for task time and 
task effectiveness are applicable here. Namely 
functionality (with subcharacteristics suitability and 
accuracy) Usability (with subcharacteristics 
understandability and operability) and Efficiency (with 
subcharacteristic ti me behaviour) shoufd be predictive of 
task efficiencv. 

The applicability of this derived measure is very 
questionable, because the measurements composing 
this measure are not satisfying themselves as quality 
goals and requirements. lt is not questionable that this 
measure can indeed be used to measure software quality 
aposteriori; what is very questionable is the a priori 
usability of this measure to set quality goals and 
requirements. ln arder for this measure to be applicable, 
improvements are needed to both the Task efficiency and 
Task time measures. 
This measure is therefore non applicable in its current 
state. Modifications to the Task effectiveness measure 
would reflect positive! y on the applicability of this 
measure. 
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Economie Productivity 

Description 
1 

Measure Name Economie Productivity 

Pwrpose Measure the cost-effectiveness of the user 

Application The measure is applied as a user test 
X=Ml!C 

Where: 
e M1 is the task effectiveness (see task effectiveness 

measure) 
e C is the total cast of the task 
ISO/IEC 9126-4 further notes: Costs could for example 
include the user's time, the time of others giving 
assistance, and the cast of computing resources, 
telephone calls and materials. 

Analysis 
1 

Impact The higher the result, the better the economie productivity. 
An economie productivity that is too low might indicate 
deficient software quality. However, there is no way to set a 
threshold between good quality and bad quality. 

Cost of application There are two data items neœssary to compute a result for 
this measure. 
" First, the task effectiveness must be measured as 

described previously. This does not incur additional costs 
over those already incurred. 

" The total cast of the task must be evaiuated. Depending 
on the task and the necessary thoroughness of the 
evaluation, this might require an exhaustive and 
expensive investigation .. 
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Caro this measure be used to The applicability of this measure to set quality goals and 
thoroughly set quality goals requirements is questionable to start with because it relies 

and requirements? on a measure that has been shown to have questionable 
applicability. 
ln arder for this measure to be useful as a requirement, the 
total acceptable cost of the task must be carefuiiy estimated. 
Even if this measure can be indicative of low software 
quality, it is doubtful that it can be used as a software 
requirement because it would require two estimations (one 
for task effectiveness and another one for the cast) that will 
su rely contain errors and render the resuiting estimation of 
the economie productivity unusable. 
Furthermore, the units of X (undefined value 1 $) make this 
measure difficult to interoret and use. 

Which, if any, Extemal Quality Since this is a derived measure, the same characteristics 
characteristics and and subcharacteristics that were predictive for task 

subcharacteristics may effectiveness are applicable here. Namely Functionaiity 
predict the value of this (with subcharacteristics suitability and accuracy) and 

measure? Usability (with subcharacteristics understandability and 
operability) should be predictive of task efficiency. 
Efficiency will also play an important role in predicting 
economie productivity, especially the time behaviour and 
resource utilization subcharacteristics. 

Conclusion 
1 

Discussion The applicability of this derived measure is very 
questionable, because the measurements composing 
this measure are not satisfying themselves as quality 
goals and requirements. Furhermore, the resulting unit of 
X lacks a useful interpretation. 

Rating This measure is therefore non applicable. 
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Productive Proportion 

Description 1 

1 

Measure Name 

Puupose 

Application 

Aroalysis 1 

Impact 

Cost of applicaticm 

Caro this measure be used to 
thoroughly set quality goals 

amJ requlremerots? 

Which, if arey. EJdemal Quality 
characteristics and 

subcharacteristics may 
predict. the value of this 

measure? 
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Productive Proportion 

Measure the proportion of the timea user is performing 
productive actions. 
This measure is applied as a user test 

X=Ta/Tb 
Where: 
e Ta is the productive time (task time- help time- error 

time- search time) (Note: this is not the same "Ta" then 
in other measures) 

e Tb is the task time (this corresponds to the Ta of other 
metrics) 

ISO/IEC 9126-4 further notes: This metric requires detailed 
analysis of a videotape of the interaction 

This measure can cieariy be used to indicate deficient 
software quality. The closer the result is to 1, the less time 
the user wastes in un productive tasks like browsing the 
online help. 
This measure is sufficient to show deficient software quality. 
However, it is a necessary, but not sufficient condition to 
demonstrate adequate software quaiity. 
Because this measure requires a detailed analysis, its 
application might be more expensive than other measures. 
Because this measure uses a ratio of (partial time)/(total 
time), it is easier to set a quality goal or requirement. For 
example, a requirement based on this measure could be 
expressed as follows: 
"The productive proportion for task OrderBook sha!! be 
greater than 90% ". 
Such a requirement will coerce the deveiopers into 
producing software that is intuitive and ergonomie in arder to 
diminish the time that is used searching for the right function 
or browsing the oniine or offiine help. 
Usability will be critical to achieving a satisfying productive 
proportion. Measures from the understandability and 
operability subcharacteristics should therefore be predictive 
to a certain extent of the effectiveness. 
Efficiency will also play an important role in predicting the 
productive proportion, especially the time behaviour and 
resource utmzation subcharacteristics. 
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Conclusion 
1 

Discussion Although this measure might prove expensive to apply, it 
can clearly be used as an indicator of software quality 
and can also be used as a software quality goal or 
requirement. 

Ra ting This measure is considered applicable. 
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Relative User Efficiency 

Description 
1 

Measure Name Relative User Efficiency 

Purpose Measure the efficiency of a user compared to an expert. 

Application This measure is applied as a user test: 
X=AIB 

Where: 
$ A is the task efficiency of an ordinary user 
G 8 is the task efficiency of an expert user 
The task efficiency is the same measure as previously 
discussed 
ISO/IEC 9126-4 further notes: The user and expert carry 
out the same task. 

Analysis 
1 

Impact According to ISO/IEC 9126-4, the closer the ratio is to 1, the 
better the quality of the software. 

The accuracy of the previous statement is questionabie. A 
concrete example will illustrate why this statement is not 
always accurate. 

This example will focus on the popuiar text editer emacs. 
This text editer is renowned to be relatively complex to learn 
and has a steep leaming curve. However, once the learning 
phase is complete, it allows for productivity that few text 
editors can attain. The cast of this power is increased 
complexity. Therefore, the relative user efficiency will be low. 
However, one can not say on this measure aione that emacs 
is of poor quality. 

Therefore, one can not blindly say that a high relative user 
efficiency is synonymous of quality. The only case where this 
is true is when the expert's efficiency is equal to the 
theoretical maximum. 

Cast of application The cast of appiying the measure is negligible, as it uses 
data items coliected in other measures. 
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Can this measure be used to Even if the given example seems to undermine the usability 
thoroughly set quality goals of this measure, it does not deter from its instinctive 

and requirements? meaning. 

ln sorne cases, a high relative user efficiency might be 
desirable if a shallow learning curve is needed. For example 
in a cali center, it might be cheaper to add more operators 
than to pay for more elever software that aliows for higher 
raw efficiency from more exoerienced operators. 

Which, if any, Extemal Quality Usability is critical to a low task time. Measures from the 
characteristics and understaru::labmty .. operability and especially leamability 

subcharacteristics may subcharacteristics should therefore be predictive to a certain 
pret:Jict the value of this extent of the effectiveness. 

measure? 

Conclusion 
1 

Discussion This measure is an example of one that is not very useful 
as an absolute measure of quality, but can be very useful 
as a quality requirement. 
lts usability as an a posteriori measurement is more than 
questionable, because it is doubtful that high relative user 
efficiency oorrelates directly with high software quality. 
However, it is useful a priori (i.e. as a quality requirement). 
lndeed, it might be necessary for certain types of 
applications to have a relative user efficiencv close to 1. 

Rating This measure is considered applicable. 
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User Health and Sa.fety 

Descripticm 
1 

Measure Name User Health and Safety 

Puupose Measure the incidence of health problems among users 
of the product. 

Application This measure is applied by analyzing usage statistics: 
X=l-AIB 

Where: 
o A is the number of problems reported. Problems can 

inciude Repetitive Strain lnjury (RSI), fatigue, 
headaches, etc. 

e B is the total number of users. 

Analysis 
1 

Impact Properly applied, this measure can be used to demonstrate 
deficient software quality. 
However, it might be difficult to prove that the software itself 
is the root cause of the problems. For example, wrist 
problems might be traceable to the way the user uses the 
mouse rather than to the software. 

Cost of application This measure entails a detailed analysis of the usage 
statistics. When statistîcs reveal a problem, more analysis 
and interviews might be needed in order to find the root 
cause of the problem. Depending on the depth of the 
analysis, the application of this measure miqht prove costly. 

Can this measure be used to Because this measure is in the form of an absolute ratio, it is 
thoroughly set quality goals readiiy usable as a goal or requirement. 

and requirements? !t is plausible that the stakehoiders require that the software 
does not cause any prejudice to the user health and safety. 
Such a requirement would however force the stakeholders 
to reflect on the definition of problems to user health and 
safety. The standard offers little guidance in this sense. 

Which, if arey, Extemal Quality No Extemal Quality characteristics and subcharacteristics 
characteristics and directly relate to user health and safety. 

subcharacteristics may Usability subcharacteristics are loosely related to user 
predict the value of this health and safety. Software that possesses 

measure? underst<mdability and operability are less likely to let 
users do something that miqht endanger them. 
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Conclusicm 
1 

Discussion This measure can be used to specify quality goals and 
requirements. However, its usability in the predictive 
mode! is questionable. No External Quality 
characteristics or subcharacteristics directly relate to user 
health and safetv. 

Rating The applicability of this measure is therefore com::!litiona! 
to definition of a health problem traceable to software 
use. 
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Safety of People Affected by Use of the System 

Description 
1 

Measure Name 

Purpose 

Application 

A.nalysis 1 

Impact 

Cost of application 

Safety of People Affected by Use of the System 

Measure the incidence of hazard to people affected by 
use of system. 
This measure is applied by anaiyzing usage statistics: 

X=l-AIB 
Where: 
œ A is the number of people put at hazard 
œ 8 is the total number of people potentially affected by 

the system. 
ISO/IEC 9126-4 further notes: An exampie of this metric 
is Patient Safety, where A = number of patients with 
incorrectly prescribed treatment and 8 = total number of 
patients. 

This measure can clearly be used to indicate deficient 
software quality. 
An interesting fact about this measure is that it measures 
damages not oniy to the end user, but also to anybody who 
might be affected by the system. For example, if there is a 
power failure attributable to a software failure in a power 
plant, then 
o A is the number of people affected by the blackout. 
a B is the number of people who cou id potentially have 

been affected (worst case scenario). 
Therefore, this measure can be very important for 
measuring the quality in use of embedded applications, even 
thouQh no one directlv interacts with it. 
This measure entails a detailed analysis of the usage 
statistics. When statistics reveal a problem, more analysis 
and interviews might be needed in arder to fi nd the root 
cause of the probiem. A detailed analysis will also be 
necessary to uncover the number of people who have been 
put to hazard and the number of people potentially affected 
by the system. 
Depending on the depth of the analysis, the application of 
this measure miQht prove costlv. 
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Can this measure be used to 
thoroughly set quality goals 

and requirements? 

Which, if any. Extemal Quality 
characteristics and 

subcharacteristics may 
predict the value of this 

measure? 

Conclusion 
1 

Discussion 

Rating 

This measure can be used in a number of ways to set 
quality goals and requirements. 
Usage of this measure as a quality goal or requirement will 
force the stakeho!ders to: 
" Consider and define the number of people who can 

potentially be affected by the usage of the software. 
" Consider and define what percentage of the potentiaily 

affected population must be kept safe at ali times. 
" lt can help the stakeholders define an upper li mit on the 

number of people who should potentially be affected by 
usage of the software. 

89 

lt is important to note th at it might be hard to demon strate a 
level of safety if the œstability of the software is not 
sufficient. 
Finally, it woukl be important to define what "potentially 
affected by" and "putto hazard" means. The standard offers 
no guidance in this case, but it is a clarification th at must be 
made by the stakeholders in order for this measure to be 
usable. 
Usability is important to the safety of people affected by the 
system. Measures from the understandability and 
operabiiity subcharacteristics should therefore be predictive 
to a certain extent of the relative safety of people. 
Maintainability will also be very important. Analyzabïlity, 
changeability, stability, and testability subcharacteristics 
are critical to continued safety. 

This measure has an important impact, can be used to 
thoroughly set quality in use requirements and fits into 
the predictive mode! of ISO/IEC 9126-1. 
This measure is considered applicable. 
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Economie Damage 

Description 
1 

Measure Name Economie Damage 

Purpose Measure the incidence of economie damage. 

Application This measure is applied by analyzing usage statistics: 
X=l-AIB 

Where: 
e A is the number of occurrences of economie damage. 
e B is the total number of usage situations. 
ISO/IEC 9126-4 further notes: This can also be measured 
based on the number of occurrences of situations where 
there was a risk of economie damage. 

Analysis 
1 

Impact Software that causes unforeseen economie damages clearly 
possesses deficient quality. This measure can therefore be 
used to a certain extent to measure quaiity. 
However, the impact of this measure is greatly mitigated by 
the tact that the economie damage is not weighted. For 
example, economie damages of 10$, 1 ,000$ and 
1,000,000$ are considered on the same leve!. 

Cost of application This measure entails a detailed analysis of the usage 
statistics. When statistics reveal a problem, a thorough 
analysis will be necessary to uncover the parameters of the 
measure. 
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Can this measure be used to The usability of this measure to thoroughly set quality goals 
thoroughly set quality goals and requirements is very questionabie. The stakeholders will 

and requirements? probably be more interested in minimizing the total amount 
of economie damages rather than the number of 
occurrences of economie damages. Therefore, in arder for 
this measure to be usable as a quality requirement, it must 
be complemented with such information. 

Which, if any, Extemal Quality Reliability subcharacteristics are directly reiated to 
characteristics and economie damages. Software that possesses maturity, 

subcharacteristics may fault tolerance and recoverability is iess likely to cause 
predict the value of this economie damages. If economie damages do occur, their 

measure? impact might be lessened. 
Usability subcharacteristics are loosely related to possible 
economie damages. Software that possesses 
1.mderst.mdability and operabmty are less iikely to let 
users do something that cause economie damages. 
Maintainability might also play an important role in the 
long-term. Analyzability, changeability, stability, and 
testability subcharacteristics will prove important to prevent 
corruption when modifications to the software are made. 

Conclusion 
1 

Discussion This could be an important measure of quality in use. lt is 
very important to consider the potential economie 
damages when building software. However, it does not 
take into account the value of the economie damages, 
which makes its impact and usabiiity as a requirement 
questionable. 

Rating The applicability of this measure is therefore conditional 
to the inclusion of the notion of maximum damaQe. 
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Software Damage 

Description 
1 

Measure Name Software Damage 

Pmpose Measure the incidence of software corruption. 

Application This measure is applied by analyzing usage statistics: 
X=l-AIB 

Where: 
0 A is the number of occurrences of software corruption. 
e B is the total number of usage situations. 
ISOIIEC 9126-4 further notes: This can also be 
measured based on the number of occurrences of 
situations where there was a risk of software damage. 
This metric can also be measured as X = cumulative oost 
of software corruption 1 usage time. 

Analysis 
1 

Impact ln this analysis, "software" is taken as the program itself and 
the data it manipulates. 
Software that corrupts itself or unwillingly comprises data it 
uses will undoubtedly have poor quality. Therefore, this 
measure can be used to evaluate software qualitv. 

Cast of application This measure entails a detailed analysis of the usage 
statistics. Detecting corruption of data might require anafysts 
to manually go through the computations carried out by the 
program. The costs of such an analysis will vary with the 
complexity of the operations carried out by the program. 
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Can this measure be used to For reasons similar to those explained in the analysis of the 1 

1 

1 

thoroughly set quality goals economie damage measure, the applicability of this measure 
and requirements? to thoroughly set quality goals and requirements is 

questionable. 
While this measure is certainly useful, the stakeholders will 
probably be more interested in limiting or defining the extent 
of corruption that is allowable on specifie data sets rather 
than on the exact number of times corruption occurs. The 
problem with analyzing only the number of times corruption 
occurs is that there are different levels of corruption. For 
example, if a software program corrupts a document by 
replacing every period by a coma, it is certainly less 
damageable than if it makes the document unreadable. 

The standard specifies that another possible measurement 
of software damages is: X = cumulative cost of software 
corruption 1 usage time. This amounts to computing the 
economie damages related to software corruption and is 
more relevant for stakeholders. 

Which, if any, Extemal Quality Reliability subcharacteristics are directly related to 
characteristics and economie damages. Software that possesses maturity, 

subcharacteristics may fau l'!: tolerance and recoverability is less likely to cause 
predict the value of this economie damages. If economie damages do occur, their 

measure? impact might be lessened. 
Usabili'l:y subcharacteristics are loosely related to possible 
economie damages. Software that possesses 
understandability and operability are less likely to let 
users do something that cause might corruption 
Maintainabili'l:y might also play an important rote in the 
long-term. Analy:zabiiity, changeability, stability, and 
testability subcharacteristics will prove important to prevent 
corruption when modifications to the software are made. 

Conclusion 
1 

Discussion Measuring the extent of corruption the software can 
cause on itself or data it analyzes is undoubtedly an 
important measure of software quality. Wh ile this 
measure addresses that issue, it does not do so in a way 
that is the most relevant to stakeholders that specify 
software requirements. 

Ra ting The applicability of this measure is therefore conditionai 
to the usage of the alternative definition of the measure. 
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Satisfaction Scale 

Description 
i 

Measure Name Satisfaction Scaie 

Purpose Measure the satisfaction of the user. 

Application The measure is applied as a user test: 
X=AIB 

Where: 
.. A is a questionnaire producing psychometrie scales . 
.. B is the population average . 

Analysés 
1 

Impact There is no doubt that a questionnaire producing 
psychometrie scales can be used to analyze the satisfaction 
of users with the software product. To the extent that 
satisfaction is a measure of software, then this measure is a 
relevant indicator of quality in use. 
The analysis of the mathematical formula states that the 
larger the result, the better. lt could be further said that 
results above one will be indicative of a score that is above 
the population average. 
The existence of psychometrie tests that are relevant for the 
software being anaiyzed is neœssary in order for this 
measure to be applicable. The population average must also 
be known in order for a comparison to be made. 
ISO/IEC 9126-4 contains references to psychometrie that 
have been used by the industry. However, there are no 
standardized tests. 

Cost of application The cost of application will vary with the complexity of the 
psychometrie test. ln some cases, a license for the test 
might be needed. ln other cases, the application of the test 
might necessitate the help of a specialîst. ln any cases, the 
users that will be subjected to the test must be chosen with 
ca re. 
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Cam this measure be used to Psychometries form a weil understood and weil recognized 
thoroughly set quality goals body of knowiedge. Psychometries tests are interesting for 

and requirements? setling quality requirements because such tests always have 
a known population average. This average can serve as 
guidance for setting a relevant requirement. 

Which, if any. Extemal Quality Usability is surely the Extemai Quality characteristic that is 
charncteristics and the most important to user satisfaction. Measures from the 

subcharacteristics may understandability, ieamability, operability and 
predict the value of this attractiveness subcharacteristics should therefore be 

measure? predictive to a certain extent of the satisfaction of end users. 
Depending on the questionnaire, ail characteristics and 
subcharacteristics except those from maintenance could be 
predictive the result. 

Conclusion 
1 

Discussion The impact of this measure was shown to be positive (i.e. 
there is no doubt that this measure is an indicator of user 
satisfaction and therefore quality). However, the cost of 
applying this measure could be prohibitive depending on 
the thoroughness of the analysis. 
lt is important to note that this measure as the potential 
to be one where almost ali External Quality 
subcharacteristics might prove predictive of the result. 

Ra ting The applicability of this measure varies with the level of 
understanding of the stakeholders and the complexity of 
the psychometrie tests. 
If the stakeholders have a thorough understanding of 
psychometries, there is no doubt that this measure is 
applicable. 
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Satisfaction Question na ire 

Description 
1 

Measure Name Satisfaction Questionnaire 

Purpose Measure how satisfied the user is with specifie software 
features. 

Application The measure is applied as a user test: 

X=~(AJn) 
Where: 

" Each A is a response to the same question 
.. n is the total number of responses 
ISO 9126-4 further notes: If the questionnaire items are 
oombined to give an overall score, they should be 
weighted, as different questions may have different 
importance. 

Aroalysis 
1 

Impact This measure is one of the most powerful tools to measure 
user satisfaction and to evaluate quality as perœived by the 
users of the system. 

Cost of application The cost of applying this measure is negligible in most 
cases. If an expert is hired to construct the questionnaire 
and to perform the evaluation, the cost of application could 
ri se. 

Caro this measure be used to Because of its relative simplicity and its expressiveness, this 
thoroughly set quality goals measure can be used to thoroughiy set quality goals and 

and requirements? requirements. 
Stakeholders can determine in advance what questions 
should be asked to users and what their leve! of satisfaction 
should be for the software product to be considered 
sucœssful. From those questions and the target satisfaction 
level, new Extemal Quality requirements can be discovered 
that will help satisfy the objectives. 
ln software where there is user interaction and feedback, 
this measure can be used to discover many requirements. 

Which, if any. External Qu<JJiity Depending on the questions that are asked, almost every 
characteristics and subcharacteristic can be predictive of the result of the 

subcharacteristics may application of this metric. 
predict the value of this The relation between Extemal Quality and this measure is 

measure? almost assured, but will have to be evaluated on a case by 
case basis. 
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Cornclusicm 
1 

Discussiorn The impact of this measure is important and the cost of 
applying it is negligible. 1t gives the end users the chance to 
express their satisfaction with the software program. 
Furthermore, it allows stakeholders to thoroughly set 
quality goals and requirements. Finally, the role of this 
measure in the predictive mode! is almost assured, but will 
have to be determined depending on the questions 
submitted to the user. 
This measure is of critical importance to the quality in use 
mode!. 

Ratirng This measure is considered applicable. 
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Description 
1 

Measure Name Discretionary Usage 

Purpose Measure the proportion of potential users who choose to 
use the system. 

Application The measure is applied observing users: 
X=AIB 

Where: 
• Ais the number of times that specifie software 

functions/applications/systems are used. 
.. B is the number of times that the specifie software 

functions/applications/systems are intended to be used. 
ISO 9126-4 further notes: This metric is appropriate when 
usage is discretionarv. 

Analysis 
1 

Impact When users choose to use a system on their own, it is 
undoubtedly a sign of their satisfaction. To the extent that 
satisfaction is a measure of software quality, then this 
measure can be used to evaluate quality in use. 
However, in most business cases, usage of the software is 
not discretionary. Therefore the impact of this measure is 
limited in those cases. 

Cast of application The application of this measure can not be automated and 
requires an analysis of user actions and potentially 
interviews with users. lt can thus prove costiy. 

Can this measure be used to ln the case where usage of the software is discretionary, this 
thoroughly set quality goals measure may be used to set quality goals and requirements. 

and requlrements? However, discretionary usage should be a goal that is 
always strived for. 

Which, if any, Extemal Quality Most Usability subcharacteristics are loosely reiated to 
characteristics and discretionary usage. Software that possesses leamability 

subcharacteristics may and attractiveness are more iikely to encourage users to 
predict the value of this use them. 

measure? Also, software that possesses the proper fu.mctionality is 
more likely to favour discretionary usage. 
Finally, Portabiiity could be an important to discretionary 
usage. The repiaceability subcharacteristic will prove to be 
particularly important, but adaptabiiity, instailability, and 
co-existence will a iso be meaning_fuL 
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Com:lusion 
1 

Discussion Discretionary usage is undoubtedly a sign of good 
quality. There is almost no greater consecration of quality 
that when users rush to use your product by their own 
free will. However, in its cur-rent state, this measure can 
not be used to do more than just state a bread goal. 
Furthermore, such a goal should be at the heart of 
almost any product development effort, even when the 
user will be forced to use the system. 
Furthermore, the standard clearly states that this 
measure is only applicable when usage is discretionary. 
lt is important to note that this measure is one of the few 
that is traœable to the portability External Quality 
characteristic. 

Ra ting The applicability of this measure is coruditionai to usage 
beinq discretionarv. 
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Task Effectiveness 

This measure is complicated and needs to be more thoroughly explained. By trying to 

be concise, the standard obfuscates the usefulness of this measure. 

The solution in making this measure applicable and usable requires a complete 

reformulation. The standard should first state that each task that a software product 

must accomplish should be decomposed into goals. The accomplishment of those 

goals, whether partial or complete, should result in the success of the task. Each goal 

(G) must be given a value representing the approximate percentage of the task (PG) 

that is attained when the goal is accomplished. The sum of those percentages shouid 

be 100%. Sorne of the goals might be marked as "essential", meaning that failure to 

accomplish those goals will result in 0% task effectiveness. The task effectiveness is 

the following sum: 

2: P G, When all essential goals are attained 
TE=task 

0%, Otherwise 

A threshold for acceptable quality can then be set on a task by task basis by 

determining which goals : 

., are essential 

" are desirable 

" are "nice to have" 

This classification can be made from many perspectives: user, business, economie, etc. 

The target task effectiveness is the sum of the perœntages associated to the essential 

and desirable goals. The task effectiveness can then be anaiyzed for many users and 

meaningful conclusions can be drawn from its application. 

The results of these changes are important: 

"' The impact of the measure is now very important. Each task th at falls below the 

target task effectiveness has unacceptable qua!ity. 
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a The cost of the application remains negligible. 

a The scoring scheme does not need to be refined iteratively anymore. The 

percentages associated to each goal are not even really important. They only 

he!p in quantifying the contribution of each goal. 

" The usage of this measure will help stakeholders define a clear acceptance 

criterion on a task by task basis. 

Implementation of these changes would radiate positiveiy throughout the Quality in Use 

mode! because many other measures depend on this one. For example, it would help 

defining a clear acceptance for tasks that are composed of multiple goals and thus 

make the task completion measure general!y applicable. 

Task Completion 

This measure can not be used to measure the task completion when complex tasks are 

involved. Complex tasks are those that are composed of multiple tasks. This is due to 

the relianœ of this measure on the Task Effectiveness measure. According to the 

analysis, the Task Effectiveness measure has been shown to be non-applicable. 

ln order to make this measure applicable in every situation, the modifications discussed 

above for the Task Effectiveness measure should be implemented. 

Errer frequency 

The impact of this measure and its applicability to thoroughly set quality requirements 

have been judged inadequate. By darifying the application method, these two issues 

can be resolved and this measure can be made relevant in the context of ISO/IEC 

91264. 

First of ali, the measure should be separated into two in order to account for and 

emphasize the different aspects. Therefore, there should be a measure called 

"Temporal Error Frequency" and another one named "Task Error Frequency". 

The "Task Error Frequency" couid be defined as foliows: 

1. Select a task. 
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2. Determine the error condition(s). 

3. For every 1 00 times the task is executed, determine the acceptable number of 

errors. 

4. Measure for each task. 

A single user or a group of user cou Id be used for measurement. Points 1 to 3 can and 

should be carried out during requirements engineering. Point 4 can be carried out at 

any ti me to measure quality. 

The "Temporal Error Frequency" should be defined as follows: 

1. Select a task: 

2. Determine the maximum amount of ti me that is allowable per task. Failure to 

accomplish the task within the given amount of ti me results in an error. 

3. For every 1 00 times the task is executed, determine the acceptable number of 

temporal errors. 

4. Measure for each task. 

Once again, points 1 to 3 can be carried out during requirements engineering while 

point 4 can be carried out to measure quality at any time. 

TaskTime 

As was explained in the analysis of this measure, the measure of task time does not 

correlate with Quality in Use. This is in opposition with what is stated in the ISOIIEC 

9126 document 

The reason that task time does not correlate with Quality in Use is that sorne tasks 

need to tak:e place in a defined amount of time. If the task is done faster, the qualïty of 

the system will not be any better. Thus what is important is not the task time itself, but 

rather the difference between the expected task ti me and the actual task ti me. 

The measure can be enhanced by redefining the metric as follows: 
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Where: 

.. Tm is the measured task ti me 

" Te is the expected task time 

During requirements engineering, the stakeholders must define the estimated task time 

for each task. A range of acceptable values must also be determined for Tm. For 

example the following values could be determined: 

Te=10s 
TmrE[8,11) 

Where T mr is the range of acceptable values forT m. 

This means th at the expected task ti me is 10 seconds. The range means that task 

times between 8 and 11 seconds are acceptable. The acceptable range for X is 

therefore: 
XE[0.8, 1.1] 

This definition of task ti me allows for a range of possibilities. For example, it is possible 

to define a case where there is no limit to how fast the task can be executed: 

Te=10s 
T mrE[0,10) 

The range of acceptable values for X is now between 0 and 1. Therefore, one can not 

blindly say that a value for X closer to 1 is synonymous with higher Quality in Use. 

The proposed modifications will allow this measure to be usable in thoroughly setting 

quality goals and requirements, wh ile being a clear indication of Quality in Use. 

Task Efflciency 

This measure was judged non-applicable because it reiied on two measures that were 

themselves of questionable applicability. 
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The applicability of this measure must be judged anew now th at the Task Effectiveness 

and Task Ti me measures have been changed. 

Application: The Task Efficiency is measured as: 

Where 

" TE is the measured Task Effectiveness as proposed in this document. 

" Tm is the time th at is measured for the tas k. 

Impact: The result of the measurement can be interpreted as the percentage of a task 

that is accompiished by unit of time. Generally, the greater the better. 

Cost: The cost remains negligible. 

Usabilitv to set qualitv goals and requirements: During the requirements engineering 

phase, the following computation should be made: 

X= TE 
Tmr 

Where 

" TE is the estimated Task Effectiveness as proposed in this document. 

.. T mr is the range of acceptable values for the task time (refer to Task Time 

measure). 

X will th us be a range of values that represent the minimum acceptable Task Efficiency. 

Stakeholders should evaluate this result and judge if is seems reasonable and 

acceptable. If it is not, they should review their estimates for the Task Effectiveness and 

Task Time. 
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This measure is useful in the requirements engineering phase as a validation of the 

values expected for the Task Effectiveness and Task Time. Stakeholders should not try 

to directly set this measure, as it depends on two other measures. 

Predictabilitv: There is no change to the role of this measure in the predictability model. 

Conclusion: This measure is now applicable and conformant to the objectives of 

ISO/IEC 9126. While it can not be used as a requirement, it can certainly be used to 

validate two other measures that are critical to the effectiveness of the mode!. 

Economie Productivity 

This measure was judged non-applicable because it relied on a measure th at was itself 

of questionable applicability. 

The applicability of this measure must be judged anew now that the Task Effectiveness 

and measure has been changed. 

Application: The Economie Productivity is measured as: 

Where 

X=TE 
c 

.. TE is the measured Task Effectiveness as proposed in this document 

" C is the cost of accomplishing the task. 

Impact: The result of the measurement can be interpreted as the percentage of a task 

that is accomplished by unit of cost. Generally, the greater the better. lt is still difficult to 

set a threshold distinguishing deficient from sufficient quality. However, it is easier to 

interpret the value because the ratio involves units th at are easier to understand. 

Cost: The cost remains negligible. 

Usability to set quality goals and requirements: During the requirements engineering 

phase, the following computation should be made: 

X= TE 
ce 
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Where 

e TE is the estimated Task Effectiveness as proposed in this document. 

e Ce is the estimated cost of the task. When estimating the total cost of the task, 

stakeholders should take into account the estimated task time and the cost of 

computing resources. 

X will represent the estimated Economie Productivity. As is the case for the Task 

Efficiency measure, it is not recommended that it be used dlrectly as a requirement or 

goal, as it is dependant on an estimation of the cost and the Task Effectiveness 

measure. Furthermore, the estimated cost is directly related to the estimated Task 

Ti me. 

This measure is useful in the requirements engineering phase as a validation of the 

values expected for the Task Effectiveness. Stakeholders should not try to directly set 

this measure, as it depends on another measure If the resuiting estimation of the 

Economie Productivity is not satisfying, the stakehoiders shou!d review the estimation 

of the Task Efficiency. 

Predictability: There is no change to the role of this measure in the predictability model. 

Conclusion: This measure is now applicable and conformant to the objectives of 

ISO/IEC 9126. Whiie it can not be used as a requirement, it can certainly be used to 

validate another measure that is critical to the effectiveness of the mode!. 

User Health and Safety 

The applicability of thls measure was questionable because it did not play an important 

role in the predictable model proposed by ISO/IEC 9126-1. The best way to improve 

this wouldn't lie in modifying this measure, but rather in modifications to the Extemal 

Quality model. If there were an "Ergonomies" subcharacteristics attached to the 

Usability characteristic, it wouid be predictive of User Health and Safety. Such a 

subcharacteristic should include measures evaluating: 

" The choice of colors 
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" The disposition of the widgets 

" etc. 

A complete definition of such a subcharacteristic is beyond the scope of this work. 

Economie Damage 

Analyzing the economie damages that can occur due to the usage of a software 

product is an important part of measuring Quality in Use. However, it was shown that 

this measure can not be used effectively for this purpose in its original format 

ln order to improve this measure, its definition should be changed. lnstead of focusing 

on the number of occurrences of economie damages, it should focus on the monetary 

losses that can be associated to the economie damage. 

As a first step in improving this measure, the standard shouid provide guidance on the 

evaluation of economie damages. For exampie, economie damages couid be classified 

as follows: 

.. Damages to infrastructure that are traceable to software failure and for which 

the developers can be held responsible . 

.. Damages to people that are traceable to software failure and for which the 

deveiopers can be heid responsible. 

" loss in future business that is due to poor software performance. 

" etc. 

Then, potential economie damages should be first evaluated on a task by task basis. If 

tasks are dependent on one another, then potential economie damages should be 

evaiuated for different scenarios that combine task failures. 

The formula for computing economie damages should be as foliows: 

Ed= 
economie damage scnarios 

Where: 
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" Ed is the amou nt of economie damages. 

" On is the number of times a damage scenario has occurred. 

" D is the measured14 amount of damage. 

During the requirements engineering phase, the probabiiity of occurrence of an 

economicaily damaging scenario should be grossly evaluated. 

The measure could then be used as follows: 

Ed= ~ OPXDe 
economie damage scnarios 

Where: 

" Ed is the a mount of damages that are probable to occur. 

" Qp is the likeliness or probability of occurrence of an economically damaging 

scenario. 

.. De is the estimation of the economie damages 15
• 

If the amount of economie damages is deemed unacceptable, a Pareto analysis could 

then be conducted. The result of this analysis should be used to indicate in which 

scenarios reliability and usability should be reinforced. This measure would then be 

usable in setting Extemal Quaiity goals and requirements. 

By implementing these changes, the impact of this measure will be improved. 1t has 

also been shown that it wou id then be usable in setting quality goals and requirements. 

lt would thus become usable with respect to the objectives of ISO/IEC 9126-1. 

Software Damage 

As is hinted to in the ISO/IEC 9126-4 standard, damage to the software will result in 

economie damages. Therefore, this measure could be merged into the economie 

damage measure. lt has been proposed that causes of economie damage be classified 

into different categories. Software damage could be sueh a category. 

14 As evaluated by damage assessment experts. This number may in elude: direct !osses, loss of business, etc. 
15 This shouic! be evaluated by damage assessment experts. 
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Satisfaction Scaie 

This measure should only be used by stakeholders knowledgeabie about 

psychometries. Only expert stakeholders with the appropriate knowledge can fully 

understand the implications of setting requirements based on psychometrie tests. 

This measure can not be transformed to be applicable for stakeholders with less 

k:nowledge without diminishing its impact 

Therefore, the standard should clearly wam users that this measure shouid only be 

used as a requirement when stakeholders have the appropriate understanding of 

psychometries. 

Furthermore, the standard should include clear references to psychometries test that 

are applicable to Quality in Use. 
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APPENDIX3 

REVISED iSOIIEC 9126-4 MEASURE TABlES 
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The following pages present the suggested modifications to the ISO/IEC 9126-4 

standard as a result of the analysis presented in this thesis. 
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8.1 Effectiveness metrics 
Effectiveness metrics assess whether the tasks performed by users achieve specified goals with accuracy and completeness in a specified context of use. They do not take account of how the goals 

were achieved, on! y the extent to which they were achieved (see E.2.1.2). 

Table 8.1 Effectiveness metrics 

Metric Name 

Task 
Effectiveness 

Purpose of the 
metrics 

Measure the 
proportion of the 
goals of the task that 
is achievcd correct! y? 

Method of 
application 

User test 

Measurement, fonnula and data element 
computations 

E
-L P 0 , Essential goals attained 

T -lasl:.s 

0% , Otherwise 

Interpretation of 
measured value 

O.Oo<TE,;; 1.0 
The cl oser to 1.0 
the better 

Metric scale type Mcasure type 

PG= 
Percentage 
associated 
withan 
attained goal. 

Input to measurement 

Openttion (test report) 
User monitoring 
record 

12207 
Reference 

6.5 Validation 
5.3 Qualification 
Testing 
5.4 Operation 

Target 
Audience 

User 
Hu man 
interface 
designer 

NOTE To use this metric, the task to be analyzed should be decomposed into goals. The accomplishment ofthose goals, whcthcr partial or complete, should result in the success of the tas k. Each goal (G) must be given a value representing the approximate 
percentage of the task (PG) that is attained when the goal is accomplished. The sum ofthose percentages should be 100%. Sorne of the goals might be marked as "essential ", meaning that failure to accomplish those goals will result in 0% task effectiveness. 
An appropriate leve! for task effectiveness can be established during requirement engineering for different contexts of use. 

Task Comp!etion What proportion of 
the tasks are 
completed? 

User test X=AIB 
A= number of tasks completcd 
B = total number of tasks 

O.Oo<Xo< 1.0 
The cl oser to 1.0 
the better 

Ratio 

NOTE This metric can be measured for one user or a group of users. If tasks can be partial! y completed the Task effectiveness metric should be used .. 

ThskError 
Frequency 

Mcasure the 
frequcncy of task 
err ors. 

User test X=AIT 
A= number of times a user made an error that 
resulted in task failure 
T = numbcrof times the taskwas tried 

O.Oo<Xo< 1.0 
The doser to 0.0 
the better 

Ratio 

A:=Count Operation (test report) 6.5 Validation User 
B=Count User monitoring 5.3 Qualification Hurnan 
X=Counti record Testing interface 
Cou nt 5.4 Operation designer 

A=Count Operation (test report) 6.5 Validation User 
T=Count User monitoring 5.3 Qualification Hum an 
X=Count/ record Testing interface 
Cou nt 5.4 Operation designer 

NOTE The goals for this metric should be established during requirements engineering for each task to be measured. The error conditions that cause a task to fail should be determined. An acceptable failure ratio can then be set on a task by task basis. 
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Metiic Name Purpose of the Method of Measurement, formula and data element Interpretation of Metric scale type Measure type Input to measurement 12207 Target 
metrics application computations measured value Reference Audience 

Temporal Enor Measure the User test X=AIT O.O:>X,; 1.0 Ratio A=Count Operation (test report) 6.5 Validation User 
Frequency frequency of task A= numbcr of times a user took too much or The cl oser lo 0.0 T=Count User momtoring 5.3 Qualtfi.cation Human 

errors attributable to too little time to complete a task the better X=Count/ record Testing interface 
temporal reasons. T = number of times the task was tri cd Count 5.4 Operation designer 

NOTE It is important to distinguish this metric from the previous one. In this case, the errors that are observed are related to temporal mistakes. Forexample, a user took too much time to complete a task efficiently. The goals for this metric should be 
established during requirements engineering for each task to be measured. The temporal error conditions that cause a task to fail should be determined. An acceptable failure ratio can then be set on a task by task basis. 
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8.2 Productivity metrics 
Productivity metrics assess the resources that users consume in relation to the effectiveness achieved in a specified context of use. The most common resource is time to complete the task, 

although other relevant resources could include the user s effort, materials or the financial cost of usage. 

TabRe 8,2 Pwductivity metrics 

Metric Name 

Tasktime 

Purpose of the 
metrics 

Measure the 
difference between 
the desired task ti me 
and the actual task 
time. 

Methodof 
application 

User test 

Measurement, fonnula and data element 
computations 

X=~ 
T, 

Tm;:: measured task time 
Te::: expected task time 

Interpretation of 
measured value 

The cl oser X is ta 
1, the cl oser the 
cl oser the result is 
to the resul t is to 
the expected value. 
This is not 
necessarily a 
indication of 
quality. 

Metric scale type 

Ratio 

Measure type 

Tm=Time 
Te =Time 

NOTE Task ti me by itself is note a measurc of quality in use. It is recommended that an acceptable range of values of Td be determined during requirements specification. 

Thsk efficlency How efficient are the 
users? 

User test X=TE/Tm 
TE= task effectiveness 
Tm= measured task time 

O.O,;X 
Genera!! y, the 
larger X, the 
better. 

TE~ 

percentage 
Tm=Time 
x~ 

percentage 1 
timeunit 

Input to measurement 

Openttion (test report) 
User monitoring 
record 

Operation (test report) 
User monitoring 
record 

12207 Reference 

6.5 Validation 
5.3 Qualificatwn 
Tes ting 
5.4 Operation 

6.5 Validation 
5.3 Qualification 
Testing 
5.4 Opemtion 

Target 
Audience 

User 
Human 
interface 
designer 

User 
Human 
inteiface 
designer 

NOTE 1 Task efficiency measures the proportion of the goal achieved for every unit of ti me. A high value indicates that a high proportion of the task is achieved in a small amount of time. It enables comparisons to be made, for example between fast 
error~prone interfaces and slow easy interfaces (sec for example F.2.4.4). 
NOTE 2 IfTask completion has been measured, taskefficiency can be mcasured as Task completion/task time. This measures the proportion of users who were successful for every unit of time. A high value indicatcs a high proportion of successful users 
in a small amount of time. 
NOTE 3 During requirements specification, this metric could be used as a validation of expectations for the Task Time and Task Effectiveness me trics. 
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MctricName 

Economie 
productivlty 

Purposc of the 
metrics 

How cost effective is 
the user? 

Methodof 
application 

User test 

Measurement, fonnula and data element 
computations 

X=TEIC 
TE= task effectiveness 
C = total cost of the task 

Interpretation of Metric scale type 
measurcd value 

O.CkX 
Genemlly, the 
larger X, the better. 

NOTE 1 Costs could for example include the user s time, the time of ethers gîvîng assistance, and the cost of computing resources, telephone calls, and materials. 
NOTE 2 During requirements specification, this metric could be used as a validation of expectations for the Task Effectivcness metric. 

PI'Oduetive 
proportion 

What proportion of 
the ti me is the user 
performing 
productive actions. 

User test X=Ta/Tb 
Ta= productive time = task time- help time
error time- search time 
Tb = task time 

O.CkXs 1.0 
The doser to 1.0 
the better 

Absolute 

Measure type 

TE= 
percentage 
C = monetai)' 
unit 
X= 
percentage 1 
monetary unit 

Ta=Time 
Tb=Time 
X=Time/ 
Ti me 

Input to measurement 

Operation (test report) 
User monitoring 
record 

Operation (test report) 
User monitoring 
record 

12207 Reference 

6.5 Validation 
5.3 Qualification 
Tes ting 
5.4 Operation 

6.5 Validation 
5.3 Qualification 
Testing 
5.4 Operation 

NOTE This mctric requires detailed analysis of a videotapc of the interaction (see Macleod M, Bowden R, Bevan N and Curson I (1997) The MUSiC Perfmmance Measurement method, Behaviour and Information Technology, 16, 279-293.). 

Relative usu 
effieiency 

How efficient is a 
user compared to an 
expert? 

User test X=AIB 
A= ordinary user1s task efficiency 
B = expeit user 1s task efficiency 

O.CkXs 1.0 
Genemlly, the 
doser to 1. 0 the 
better 

Absolute A= 
percentage 
B= 
percentage 
X= 
percentage 1 
percentage 

Operation (test report) 
User monitoring 
record 

NOTE The user and expert carry out the same task. If the expert was 100% productive, and the user and expert had the same task effectiveness, this metric would give a similar value to the Productive proportion. 

6.5 Valida ti on 
5.3 Qualification 
Tes ting 
5.4 Operation 

Target 
Audience 

User 
Hum an 
interface 
designer 

User 
Hum an 
interface 
designer 

User 
Hum an 
interface 
designer 
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8.3 Safety metrics 
Safety metrics assess the leve! of risk of harm to people, business, software, property or the environment in a specified context of use. 1t includes the health and safety of the both the user and 

those affected by use, as weil as unintended physical or economie consequences 

Table 8.3 Safety metrics 

MetricName 

User health and 
oofety 

Pmpose of the 
metrics 

What is the incidence 
of health problems 
among users of the 
product? 

Methodof 
application 

Usage statistics 

Measurement, fonnula and data element 
computations 

x~I-A/B 
A= nurnber of users reporting RSI 
B =total number of users 

NOTE Health problems can include Repetitive Strain Injury, fatigue, headaches, etc. 

Safety of people 
affected by use of 
the system 

What is the incidence 
of hazard to people 
aff ected by use of the 
system? 

Usage statistics X~I-A/B 
A= number of people put at hazard 
B ~total number of people potentially affected 
by use of the system 

Interpretation of 
measured value 

O.O,;;X,;; 1.0 
Generally, the 
cl oser to 1.0 the 
better 

O.O,;;X,;; 1.0 
Generally, the 
ci<JSer to 1.0 the 
better 

Metric scale type 

Absolu te 

Absolu te 

NOTE 1 An example of this metric is Patient Safety, where A= numberof patients with incorrect! y prescribed treatment and B =total number of patients. 
NOTE 2 If using this metric as a requirement, it is important to defi ne "putto hazard" and "potentially affected". 

Economie 
damage 

What is the incidence 
of economie damage? 

Usage statistics Ed~ L O,•D 
damage sceMrios 

On= number of times a damaging scenario has 
occurred. 
D = amount of economie damages 

O.O,;;X 
The cl oser to O. the 
better 

Absolu te 

Measure type 

A=count 
B = count 
X= count/ 
count 

A=count 
B = count 
X= count/ 
count 

On =count 
D= monetary 
value 
Ed~ 

monetary 
value 

Input to measurernent 

Usage monitoring 
record 

Usage monitoring 
record 

Usage monitming 
record 

12207 Reference 

5.4 Operation 

5.3 Qualification 
Testing 
5.4 Operation 

5.3 Qualification 
Testing 
5.4 Operation 

Target 
Audience 

User 
Human 
interface 
designer 

User 
Human 
interface 
designer 
Developer 

User 
Hum an 
inte1face 
designer 
Developer 

NOTE 1 Economie damages include but arc not limited to: damages to infrastructure that are traceable ta software failure and for which the devclopers can be held responsible, damages to people that are traceable to software failure and for which the 
developcrs can be held responsi ble, loss in future business that is due to poor software peifonnance, etc. 
NOTE 2 Potcntial economie damages should be first evaluated on a task by task basis. If tasks are dependent on one another, then potential economie damages should be evaluated for different scenarios that combine task failures. 

NOTE3 Duling requircments specification, the following fonnula could be used instead: Ed= 1: . Op* De , where Op is the estimated probability of occurrence of the scenario and De is the estimated resulting damage. If the resulting 
damagei!CCOUl'lOS 

evaluation of possible economie damages is too high, an analysis should be conducted to vcrify where Externat Quality characteristics should be insisted upon to reduce the risk. 
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8.4 Satisfaction metrics 
Satisfaction metrics assess the user s attitudes towards the use of the product in a specified context of use. 

NOTE: Satisfaction is influenced by the user's perception of properties of the software product (such as tho se measured by external me trics) and by the user's perception of the efficiency, 

productivity and safety in use. 

Tabl.e 8.4 Satisfaction metrics 

MetricName 

Satisfaction scale 

Purpose of the 
metrics 

How satisfied is the 
user? 

Methodof 
application 

User test 

Mea.;;urement, formula and data element 
computations 

X=A!B 
A:;; questionnaire producing psychometrie 
scales. 
B ::::; population average 

NOTE 1 Examplcs of psychometrie questionnaires can be found in F.3. 

Interpretation of 
measured value 

O.O<X 
The largcr the 
better. 

NOTE 2 Such a metric should on! y be used durîng requirements engineering if stakeholder have an appropriate knowledge of psychometries. 

Satisfaction 
Questionnaire 

HO\v satisfied is the 
user with specifie 
software features? 

User test X=L(A,)/11 
Ai = response to a question 
n:;; number of responses 

O.O,;X,; 1.0 
The closer to 1.0 
the better 

Metric scale type 

Ratio 

Ord. 

NOTE If the questionnaire Items are combined to give an overall score, they should be weighted, as different questions may have different importance. 

Measure type 

A;;;count 
X= count 

A=count 
X= count 

Input to measuremcnt 

Operation (test report) 
User mani ta ring 
record 

Operation (test report) 
User monitoring 
record 

12207 Reference 

6.5 Validation 
5.3 Qualification 
Tes ting 
5.4 Operation 

6.5 Validation 
5.3 Qualification 
Tes ting 
5.4 Operation 

Target 
Audience 

User 
Hu man 
interface 
designer 
Developer 

User 
Hu man 
interface 
designer 
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